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Recovery – themagic
ingredient of any training
program

Contrary to popular belief, training does not make you
stronger, faster or fitter. Those benefits only come
during recovery, when adaptation takes place. No

matter howhard you train,withoutadequate recovery, you’ll not
only squander your hard training effort – you’ll also struggle to
recuperate for your next session. And the harder and more
frequently you train, themore vital optimumrecovery becomes.
As this special report makes clear, recovery is much, much

more about simply putting your feet up after a hard training
session; correctpost-exercisenutrition, togetherwithappropriate
training programdesign andmonitoring are absolutely critical
if you want to perform consistently well. Other factors are also
important such asmaximising sleep quantity and quality!
It’s not possible to stress just how important recovery is for

sports performance. Improving your recoverywill producemore
performance benefits than any amount of increase in training
intensity or volume, andwill also reduce your risk of sustaining
an injury. So if you want to know what the latest research says
aboutwhat andwhen to eat anddrink andhow to structure your
training for optimum recovery and maximum performance,
look no further!

AndrewHamiltonBScHonsMRSCACSM(editor)
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When it comes to recovery fromathletic endeavours, the notion that
‘it’s not just what you eat but when you eat it’ seems intuitively
correct. For example, numerous studies have demonstrated that
muscles are hungrier for refuelling after exercise than they are
before, giving rise to the concept of the ‘post-exercise window of
opportunity’. However,more recent research has suggested that this
window of opportunity may be wider than anyone had imagined,
writesAndrewHamilton

Oneof the problemswithmaking definitive recommendations
about the timing ofmeals and drinks to enhance post-exercise
recovery is themultifacetednature of the components required
for recovery. In broad-brush terms, there are four major
nutritional requirements during post-exercise recovery:
� Water – to replace fluid lost as sweat and to aid the process
of ‘glycogen fixation’;

� Electrolytes – to replenishminerals lost in sweat (eg sodium,
chloride, calcium,magnesium);

� Carbohydrate – to replenishmuscle glycogen, the body’s
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Eating and recovery: should
protein replenishment start
before exercise?

SECTION I –NUTRITION&RECOVERY

At a Glance

� The fundamental requirements of post-exercise feeding are
outlined;

� The role of protein in recovery is explained;
� Recent research about protein timing for optimum recovery and
muscle growth is presented.



premium grade fuel for strenuous exercise, and also to top
up liver glycogen stores, which serve as a reserve to
maintain correct blood sugar levels;

� Protein – to repair and regeneratemuscle fibres damaged
during exercise, to promotemuscle growth and adaptation,
and to replenish the amino acid pool within the body.

Although even a small degree of water loss can impair
performance, theprocessof rehydration to replace lostwaterand
electrolytes is relatively straightforward.Ourbodiesalways strive
tomaintainoptimumwater andelectrolytebalance, soas longas
we consume plenty of fluids after training and eat a reasonably
balanced diet (which will contain electrolyte minerals), full
rehydrationwill occur as amatter of course.Moreover, it’s quite
easy to tell when we’re fully hydrated – a pale straw-coloured
urine and frequent urination being themost obvious signs.
Refuellingmuscleswith carbohydrate is less straightforward.

Regular PP readers will be aware of the importance of
carbohydrate feeding after exercise and also during prolonged
endurance events.Oneof the earliest landmark studies demon-
strated that a typical diet (with about 45% of calories derived
from carbohydrate) produced a steady depletion in muscle
glycogen during three successive days of running training (10
miles per day) (1).However, when runnerswere given additional
dietary carbohydrate, they achieved nearmaximal repletion of
muscle glycogenwithin 24 hours.
Subsequent studies showed that, to maximise the rate of

glycogen repletion, carbohydrate consumption should be a
priority after exercise. In fact, a literature review concluded that
the highest muscle glycogen synthesis rates occur when large
amounts of carbohydrate (1-1.85g per kg of body weight per
hour) are consumed immediately after exercise and at 15- to 60-
minute intervals thereafter, for up to five hours (2). Conversely,
delaying carbohydrate ingestion by several hours may slow
downmuscle glycogen synthesis.
We now know that there is actually a two-phase process of

glycogen replenishment. In the first hour after exercise, amuscle
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maximise the
rate of glycogen
repletion,
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transporter protein known asGLUT4 quite literally opens the
gates to yourmuscle cells, allowing glucose to flood in thereby
facilitating the rapid synthesis of muscle glycogen. This is
supplemented by a slower but longer lasting process, whereby
carbohydrate-hungrymuscles becomemuchmore sensitive to
insulin, the anabolic hormone that helps drive glucose into
muscle cells.
Although animal studies have shown that this second phase

of enhanced glycogen replenishment can last for up to 72 hours
post-exercise (3,4), the general consensus is that athletes engaged
in frequent training should aim to start glycogen replenishment
immediately after each training session. This is because the
training schedules ofmost athletes simply don’t allow forup to

PEAK PERFORMANCE RECOVERY SPECIAL REPORT
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Essential and non-essential amino acids
Just as words are constructed from letters of the alphabet, so
all proteins are constructed from amino acid building blocks
chemically linked together. Our diets typically contain around
20 of these amino acid building blocks in the foods we eat.
Once the plant or animal proteins we eat have been digested
to release the amino acids, our cells reassemble them to
produce human proteins such as hair, skin, muscle etc.
Of the 20 amino acid building blocks, some are considered

absolutely essential because they can’t be manufactured in
the body from other molecules. These include:
Arginine Histidine Isoleucine Leucine Lysine
Methionine Phenylalanine Tyrosine Tryptophan Valine

The other amino acids are classed as non-essential because
they can be synthesised in the body from fragments of the
essential amino acids and carbon residues from glucose
metabolism. More recently, scientists have identified a third
category of amino acids, known as ‘conditionally essential’.
Conditionally essential amino acids can be synthesised in the
body when demand is low, but when demand rises (eg at
times of metabolic stress) synthesis can’t keep up with
demand and dietary sources then become vital. The amino
acid glutamine is thought to fall into this category, being non-
essential at rest but becoming essential at times of severe
metabolic stress.



72 hours of recovery time between sessions, so athletes seeking
rapid recoverymust takeadvantageof the rapidphase1GLUT4
process and consumecarbohydrates immediately after training!
Carbohydrate metabolism is a very well researched area of

sports nutrition. This is because dietary carbohydrate and the
glucose/glycogenourbodies produce from it arepremiumgrade
fuels and absolutely pivotal to sports performance.But another,
less obvious, reason is thatmuscle glycogen stores are relatively
easy to test by means of muscle biopsy. Moreover, muscle
glycogen levels change rapidly in response to exercise
(depletion) or carbohydrate feeding (replenishment). These
factors make it much easier to investigate the relationship
between the timing of carbohydrate feeding and its effects.
Contrast this with protein metabolism: unlike with carbs,

there’s no ‘protein store’ in the body, other thanmuscle tissue,
and observing changes in muscle fibres in response to protein
ingestion is difficult for twomain reasons:
� It can takemany days to detect an increase inmuscle fibre
mass as the result of protein incorporation intomuscle
tissue, whichmakes it very difficult to deduce a link
between timing of protein intake and the body’s response;

� Proteins in the body are in a constant state of flux; if protein
demand suddenly rises, muscle fibres can be broken down
to provide the bodywith extra amino acids for the amino
acid pool and then regenerated from recycled amino acids
once this demand has subsided. This explains whymany
studies on protein intake andmuscle growth/
recovery are conducted over weeks, not days.

Samplingmuscle tissue for protein
Fortunately, however, a chemical imaging technique called
radiolabelling has enabled scientists to probe the uptake of
ingested protein amino acids intomuscle cells. In simple terms,
one of the amino acid building blocks of protein is ‘labelled’ by
removing a normal hydrogen atom from the molecule and
replacing it with radioactive hydrogen. Thismeans you can see
what happens to this molecule using scanners when a subject
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consumes a protein drink or food containing it. If you take
a sampleofmuscle tissueanddetect thepresenceof radio-active
hydrogen, you know that the body has incorporated the amino
acid intomuscle tissues– ie thatprotein synthesishas takenplace.
Oneof the first findings to arise fromusing this techniquewas

that the presence of amino acids in the bloodstream and their
availability to muscle cells is vital for protein synthesis after
exercise. In a study on six untrainedmen, American scientists
infused them intravenously with amixture of pure amino acids
and studied the protein dynamics both at rest then for three
hours after a leg resistance exercise routine (5). They used an
infusion rather thanoral supplementation because theywanted
to be certain that the muscles had an immediately increased
supply of amino acids (iewithout the time delay that digestion
would introduce).
The amino acid infusion produced an increase in protein

synthesis even at rest. However, after the resistance training
therewasa furthersubstantial increase inmuscleproteinsynthesis
of 30-100%! In other words, amino acid supplementation not
only enhancedprotein balance and synthesis at rest but also led
to an interactive post-exercise effect, which resulted in around
a two-fold increase in protein synthesis after exercise.
Although an infusion of amino acids before training is

extremely effective at enhancing the body’s ability to increase
protein synthesis, it is not exactly practicable, so the obvious
question to ask is whether amino acids taken orally after
exercise can produce a similar effect?
A subsequent study was designed to answer this question (6).

A group of healthy subjects performed a leg resistance routine
andwere then randomly fed one of three drinks:
� Placebo (no amino acids);
� An essential amino acid drink;
� Amixed amino acid drink containing essential and non-
essential amino acids (see box on page 13).

After training, the subjects rested for 45 minutes then began
ingesting 4-5oz of drink every 15minutes.Analysis of the results
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clearly showed that, while protein balance was negative when
the placebo drink was consumed (iemuscle protein was being
broken down overall), it became strongly positive when the
amino acid drinks were consumed, and the increase in protein
synthesis was almost as great as after infusion. The researchers
also found that protein synthesis was not enhanced by the
addition of non-essential amino acids.
‘So what?’, I hear you ask. ‘Surely everybody knows that

protein is required after training?’Well they probably do, but
there’s a big difference between amino acids and protein;
although amino acid solutions don’t reach the muscles
instantly, they are absorbed very rapidly by comparison with
protein. That’s because the process of digesting proteins

Fast and slow proteins
Research suggests that the key to stimulating maximal protein
synthesis in exercised muscles is to raise the level of
circulating blood amino acids as rapidly as possible after
exercise – or, even better, beforehand. Whichever strategy is
employed, it is clear that proteins that digest and release their
amino acid building blocks rapidly are best suited to raising
blood amino acid levels quickly.
There are four commonly used proteins in sports drinks;

whey, casein, egg and soy. Of these, whey is digested most
rapidly, taking only about two hours to release its amino acids.
Soy and egg release their amino acids at a gentler rate –
around five hours – while casein is a slow-releasing protein,
taking up to seven hours to release its amino acids. All these
figures are approximate, as there is a large degree of individual
variability in digestion rates.
In many of the studies referred to in this article, pure free-

form (unbonded) amino acids were used. No digestion is
required to release these amino acids, which means they can
cross from the gut into the bloodstream within minutes rather
than hours. Free-form amino acids can be purchased and
mixed with fruit juice to produce an extremely fast-releasing
drink. There are two major drawbacks, however: firstly, gram
for gram, pure amino acids are very expensive by comparison
with ordinary protein; secondly, they tend to taste like old
socks, making any drink potentially unpalatable!



(consisting of long chains of chemically linked amino acids) to
release the constituent amino acid building blocks is quite time
consuming – even for rapidly digested proteins like whey. A
post-workout high-protein drink or meal could take several
hours to producemaximumamino acid concentrations around
muscle cells, yet we know it is the presence and availability of
high levels of amino acids that seems to stimulate growth,
especially after exercise.
Other studies support thenotion that exercisedmuscles need

protein very rapidly. A 12-week study on elderly males on a
progressive resistance exercise programme found that a post-
trainingmeal immediately after training produced bigger gains
in muscle fibre thickness than when given two hours later (7).
Some researchers have cautioned that thismight bebecause the
muscles of elderly people are ‘less sensitive’ to amino acids after
exercise and that immediate post-exercise feeding of protein is
of nobenefit to younger people.However, another study throws
doubt on this argument (8).
Scientists studied the effects of a fast-digesting protein

(whey) and a slow-digesting protein (casein) in two groups of
volunteers:
� Nine elderly subjects (average age 72);
� Six young subjects (average age 24).

Protein after exercise
They found that, irrespective of age,wheyprotein led to a faster
rise in blood amino acids than casein, thereby producing a
higher rate of muscle protein synthesis. While there was no
exercise component in this study, these results mirror those of
the infusedaminoacid studymentionedabove (5), suggesting that
consuming protein or amino acids as soon as possible after
exercise is beneficial formuscle protein synthesis.
The conventional wisdom on recovery nutrition has tended

to emphasise the importance of rapid carbohydrate
replenishment,with little urgency about protein replenishment.
However, the studies to date suggest that we neglect rapid
protein replacement at our peril! In fact, it may be that, for
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optimum recovery and growth, protein replenishment should
begin even before exercise!
This idea arose froma studyon six healthy andactive subjects

(threemenand threewomen), whoparticipated in two exercise
trials in random order. In one trial, they performed an intense
45-minute resistance training routine for the legs, then
immediately consumed an amino acid drink containing 6g of
essential amino acids (including radiolabelled phenylalanine)
and 35g of carbohydrate (9). (The carbohydrate was added to
generate an insulin response – something that is known to help
drive amino acids into muscle cells (10).) Blood samples and
muscle biopsies were then taken for two hours after training,
andmuscle protein synthesismeasured.Theother trial followed
exactly the same protocol, but this time the amino acid/
carbohydrate drinkwas consumed immediately before training.
The results were surprising to say the least. In the two hours

post-training, almost twice asmuchphenylalaninewas takenup
by the legmuscles and incorporated intomuscle protein when

Using essential amino acids before training

If you’ve never used free-form amino acids before training
but would like to try, there are basically two options:
� Capsules. These can be purchased over the counter at
health stores. The problem is that often only single types
of amino acids are available in capsule form, which means
purchasing several different bottles then taking a capsule
out of each to ensure you've consumed all the essential
amino acids (see box elsewhere in this article). This will
be expensive as well as inconvenient!

� Powder. A slightly cheaper and much more convenient option
is to purchase a proprietary amino acid blend. These products
generally come in a tub containing the premixed powder.

As far as dosage is concerned, there are no precise
recommendations. However, for a full body workout, something
in excess of the 6g used in the limited leg exercise studies
described in this article would seem sensible – perhaps
10-15g. Free-form amino acids are best taken with fruit juice:
this not only provides carbohydrate but also helps hide the
unpleasant taste!



the protein/carbohydrate drink was consumed before rather
than after training. Even more surprisingly, while muscle
protein synthesis increaseddramatically and thendeclined after
an hourwhen the drinkwas consumed after training, the boost
in muscle protein synthesis was sustained for longer when the
drink was consumed before training.
The researchers went on to conclude that consumption of a

relatively small amount of amino acids (combined with
carbohydrate) immediately before exercise is a very potent
stimulator ofmuscle protein synthesis.
In summary, there is goodevidence for carbohydrate feeding

as soon as possible after training; not only does it facilitate the
short-term (GLUT4)mechanism of glycogen synthesis, but it
also allows for additional glycogen replenishment before the
next training session (more often thannot the following day). If
you’re taking a break from training for a few days, however,
immediate carbohydrate feedingmay not be necessary.
More surprisingly, perhaps, the evidence also suggests that

boosting blood levels of amino acids by consuming quick-
releasing proteins (or free amino acids) as soon as possible after
training is a good idea; indeed, if maximisingmuscle growth is
your goal, it could be an even better idea to raise blood amino
acid levels before training.
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Jargonbuster
Glycogen fixation
The process whereby glycogen is manufactured from
carbohydrate and locked into muscle cells

Amino acid pool
A collective term for the ‘free’ amino acids (ie not forming
proteins) circulating around the body and available for use by
the body

Muscle transporter protein
A protein molecule that sits in the cell wall and facilitates the
passage of substances in or out of the cell

Anabolic hormone
Any chemical messenger molecule in the body that promotes
tissue (and particularly muscle) synthesis

Muscle biopsy
A method of mechanically removing a small slither of tissue
from a muscle for analysis

Radiolabelling
A chemical technique of replacing an atom in a molecule with
a radioactive atom (usually of the same type) so that the
movement of the molecule can be tracked in the body
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The sports nutritionworld is filledwith high-tech products designed
tomake recovery as quick and as efficient as possible, but, according
toAmandaCarlson, new research onmilk suggests that it could be
a cheaper and equally effective alternative

Thewordsmilk andmuscle seem to naturally go together. But
does the consumption of milk after a training session really
promote muscle growth? Can milk give us what we need to
attainmaximumperformance day in and day out?

Recovery revisited
First, let’s investigate the efficacy and importance of a recovery
drinkwhenpairedwith training.Whenwe think aboutwhat an
ideal recovery drinkwould look like or bemade upof, we have
to take a step back and think aboutwhat the body goes through
during a workout.
After aworkout, your body is in a state of stress and it needs

nourishment. More often than not, your body will be
dehydrated, your blood insulin levels will be low, cortisol and
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Milk and recovery –
what’s the story?

NUTRITION

At a Glance

� The main nutritional requirements of post-exercise recovery are
identified;

� Recent research on the benefits of consuming milk as part of
a post-exercise recovery strategy is presented;

� Practical advice is given on using milk-based drinks as an
inexpensive alternative to proprietary recovery formulations
is given.



other ‘breakdown’ hormones will be high, your glycogen (fuel
stores)will be lowordepleted, and yourmuscleswill be in a state
of breakdown.Your recovery nutrition strategy, in simple terms,
shouldreverseall those thingsandrestoreyourbodytoahydrated,
fuelled, recovered, andmuscle building state (see box, right)(1).

Themain components of recovery:
Refuellingmuscles
When the science of sports started to come into its own, fuel

(glycogen) restoration using carbohydratewas the nameof the
game. Studies have proven that taking in carbohydrate will
indeed replenish fuel stores, and that the glycaemic index (GI)
of these carbohydrates is important for enhancing glycogen
recovery, with higherGI carbohydrates (carbohydrates that are
broken down rapidly) producingmore glycogen restoration in
the post-workout period when compared with their low GI
counter parts. In terms of howmuch carbohydrate is needed in
the post-workout period, it is generally accepted that anywhere
from1.0-1.2g/kgbodyweight is ideal(2). This research leads to our
first rule of recovery nutrition:
For optimal glycogen restoration recovery, use a high glycaemic

index carbohydrate source (Ivy et al).

Rebuildingmuscles
There’s more to recovery than just refuelling muscles and
scientists soonbegan towonder howbest to rebuildmuscles and
promote quick and efficient adaptations to training. The quest
to find the perfect post-workout cocktail was now the hot
research topic –which proteinwas best, howmuchwas needed
and could you just use amino acids? As an example, US
scientists found that as little as 6g of essential amino acids
combinedwith35gof carbohydrate resulted inmusclebuilding(3).
A study in 2004 atUniversity of Texas looked at the effect of

twoother types of proteinonmuscle building(4). Thepoint of this
study was to compare the response ofmuscle protein synthesis
after exercise to casein and whey proteins. Casein protein is
digested and emptied from the stomach at a slower rate than
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whey protein; whey protein is therefore deemed the ‘fast
protein’ and casein protein is considered to be its ‘slowbrother’.
The amino acids from slow protein such as casein appear in

the bloodmore slowly, but the response lasts longer than with
fast proteins. In this study the researchers consumed either 20g
of casein, 20g ofwhey, or a placebo one hour after a resistance-
trainingbout.They found that despite thedifferent bloodamino
acid response, both proteins resulted in net protein balance –
iemuscle gain.
In 2006, a study by US scientists from Baylor University

examined the effects of whey protein supplementation on
body composition, muscular strength, muscular endurance,
and anaerobic capacity during 10 weeks of resistance
training(5). Thirty-six resistance-trainedmales followed a four-
days-per-week split body part resistance training programme
for 10 weeks. Three groups of supplements were randomly
assigned, prior to the beginning of the exercise programme, to
all subjects:
1. 48g carbohydrate placebo;
2. 40g whey protein+ 8g casein;

Post-exercise environment

� Dehydrated
� Blood insulin is low
� Cortisol and other catabolic
hormones are elevated

� Immune system suppressed
� Muscle and liver glycogen
reduced or depleted

� Muscle is in a catabolic
state with increased
proteolysis

Converting post-exercise
environment from a
catabolic state to an
anabolic state

� Rehydrate
� Increase blood insulin levels
� Lower blood cortisol levels
and other catabolic hormones

� Strengthen the immune
system

� Restore muscle and liver
glycogen

� Stimulate muscle protein
synthesis and tissue repair

Recovery nutrition: Putting the body back into
balance (John Ivy PhD)



3. 40g of whey protein+ 3g branched-chain amino acids+ 5g
of the amino acid L-glutamine.

The whey/casein group experienced the greatest increases in
leanmass. Significant increases in one rep-max (1RM) bench
press and leg press were observed in all groups after 10 weeks.
In this study, the combination of whey and casein protein
promoted the greatest increases in fat-freemass after 10weeks
of heavy resistance training.Athletes, coaches, andnutritionists
can use these findings to increase fat-freemass and to improve
body composition during resistance training. From this, we can
formulate our second rule of recovery nutrition:
For themost completemuscular adaptation,make sure to have

a combination of whey and casein protein in your post-workout
cocktail.

Timing and ratio
In 1988 John Ivy stirred up theworld of sports nutritionwith his
ideas onmuscle glycogen recovery and the importance of the
timing of carbohydrate. The highest rates of muscle glycogen
storage occur during the first hour after exercise due to
activation of glycogen synthase (a glycogen building enzyme)(6).
The activationof glycogen synthase is actually stimulated by the
degree of glycogen depletion(7). Exercise-induced increases in
insulin sensitivity and the permeability of the muscle cell
membrane to glucose also account for the physiological
mechanisms behind post-workout carbohydrate timing(8).
Carbohydrate feeding immediately after exercise appears

to take advantage of these effects, as shown by higher rates of
glycogen storage during the first two hours of recovery, slowing
thereafter to the more typical rates of storage. The most
important finding of this study, however, is that failure to
consume carbohydrate in the immediate phase of post-
exercise recovery leads to very low rates of glycogen
restoration until feeding occurs(6). Therefore the intake of
carbohydrate in the first two hours after exercise allows a
somewhat faster rate of glycogen synthesis than normal. This
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is the period where you need to take in the recommended
amount of carbohydrate, which ranges from approx. 1.0-1.5g
per kilo of body weight. Athletes should ingest sufficient
carbohydrate as soon after exercise as is practical to start
recovery as soon as possible and maximise the time for
glycogen synthesis(9) (see figures 1 and 2).
If less carbohydrate is consumed, the addition of protein to

equal the caloric content of a supplement between 1.2 and 1.5g
carbohydrate per kg of bodyweight can be ingested. It has been
found that the isocaloric content of the combined protein and
carbohydrate supplement promotes glycogen storage. The
addition of protein to a carbohydrate supplement and its
benefits to glycogen synthesis are not conclusive; you should
therefore, make sure that carbohydrate is ingested at the level
recommendedabove.However, a combinationof carbohydrate
and protein still promotes glycogen storage. The addition of
protein additionally benefitsmuscle repair(10).
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Figure 1: Bullseye countdown to optimal recovery

This bullseye picture represents how with every passing minute,
your refuelling ‘window of opportunity’ becomes smaller and
smaller. The largest window is in the first 30 minutes or so;
after that the window gets smaller and smaller making recovery
less efficient.
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The best sources of carbohydrate and protein, as well as the
ideal carbohydrate to protein ratiowill always behotly debated.
However, the consensus of research suggests that the ideal
recovery drink should be liquid and comprised of an easily
digested carbohydrate and a whey/casein mixture of protein,
with the carbohydrate to protein ratio reflecting your individual
weight goals as well as training demands. This ratio should
increase with the intensity of your training, leaving it to fall
anywhere between 2-4g of carbohydrate for every 1g of protein.
As it happens, these guidelines remarkably resemble the
components of low-fatmilk(1)!
Recovery drinks have longbeen associatedwith supplements

and therefore much of the research has been focused on the
optimal supplements to use after training. However, over the
past few years, researchers have investigated the potential
of good old-fashioned low-fat milk as a recovery drink. The
resultsmay seemsurprising, butwhen lookedat objectively they
make sense.
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Figure 2: Timing and glycogen synthesis

The treatment group received a carbohydrate drink and the
non-treatment group received a placebo drink. The first group
received their drink within two hours of training, while the
second group received their treatment after two hours. The
first group who received the carbohydrate recovered
significantly more glycogen then the group who waited two
hours for their post-workout recovery, indicating the importance
of nutrient timing on recovery.
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Milk research
Several studies have compared the post-training (weight
training) effects ofmilk, soy protein and carbohydrate alone. In
each of these studies, the subjects givenmilk as a post-training
recovery drink gained more lean muscle mass than their soy
and/or carbohydrate counterparts(11-14).
In 2004,US scientists fromVirginiaTechpublishedoneof the

first studies comparing the effects of amilk and a carbohydrate
electrolyte beverage consumed in the immediate post workout
period(11). In this study, 19 men consumed either a milk or
carbohydrate electrolyte drink immediately following each
workout, during a 10-week resistance trainingprogramme.The
authors concluded that themilk group tended to increasemuscle
mass, but themagnitudeof the gainsweren’t large enough tobe
considered statistically significant. They suggested that more
prolonged training and supplementation period would expand
the trend for greatermusclemass gains in amilk group.
In 2007, Canadian scientists evaluated the long-term

consequences of milk or soy protein, or carbohydrate (as
maltodextrin) onmusclemass gains after resistance training(12).
Subjects trained five days a week for 12 weeks and were given
isocaloricbeverages consistingofeither fat-freemilk, fat-free soy
protein,ormaltodextrinwithinanhourafter their trainingsessions.
In thestudy, they foundnodifferences instrengthdevelopment

betweenthegroups.However, theresearchersdiddetermine that
typeIImuscle fibre increased inall groups;moreover, it increased
the most in the milk group. Muscle mass gains were also
significantly greater in themilk groupwhen comparedwith both
the soy and control groups. They concluded that the consistent
consumptionofmilkafter resistance trainingcanpromotegreater
hypertrophywhencombinedwith resistance training.

Endurance and hydration
The effects of milk have also been shown to aid recovery from
endurance exercise. Scientists from IndianaUniversity suggest
that chocolate milk is an effective recovery aid between two
exhausting bouts of exercise(15).
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In their study nine endurance-trained cyclists performed an
interval workout followed by four hours of recovery and then
another endurance trial to exhaustion. After the first exercise
bout, subjects consumed a post-ride recovery beverage
consisting of either chocolate milk or carbohydrate and
electrolytes. Time to exhaustion and total work were
significantly greater for the chocolate milk compared to the
carbohydrate electrolyte group. This suggests that in addition
to promoting a greater hypertrophy adaptation in a strength
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Table 1: Examples of milk-based recovery drinks

When choosing a recovery beverage, consider the intensity of
workouts. The more intense, the greater the carbohydrate
demands to replenish fuel. Low- to moderate-intensity training
recovery can be achieved with a 2:1 carbohydrate to protein
ratio. Higher-intensity sessions will need a carbohydrate to
protein ratio of nearer 3 or 4:1.

For moderate-high-intensity training

12oz Starbucks’ chocolate milk:
190 calories
13g protein
35g carbohydrate
1.5g fat
~3:1 carb:Pro

16oz ready-to-drink non-fat Nestle’s
Nesquik:
320 calories
16g protein
64g carbohydrate
0g fat
4:1 carb:Pro

16oz skim milk w/ 3tbs golden syrup:
323 calories
17g protein
60g carbohydrate
1g fat
~3.5:1 carb:Pro

24oz skim milk w/ 3tbs golden syrup:
409 calories
25g protein
72g carbohydrate
1g fat
~3:1 carb:Pro

For low-moderate-intensity training:

16oz skim milk w/ 1tbs chocolate
syrup:
223 calories
17g protein
36g carbohydrate
1g fat
~2:1 carb:Pro

24oz skim milk w/ 1tbs chocolate
syrup:
309 calories
25g protein
48g carbohydrate
1.3g fat
~2:1 carb: Pro

24oz Skim milk w/ 2tbs golden
syrup*:
360 calories
26g protein
60g carbohydrate
1g fat
~2.3:1 carb:Pro
* eg – Hershey’s or Tate and Lyle



training group, a milk recovery drink can also improve
performance on a subsequent endurance bout. For athletes
performing multiple training sessions a day, the potential of
milk enhancing not only recovery andperformance is very real.
Another study worth mentioning looked at the effects of

chocolate milk, a fluid replacement drink and a carbohydrate
replacement drink on recovery between two exhaustive bouts
of cycling. Chocolate milk proved to be an effective recovery
option between rides. It allowed riders to cycle for a longer
period of time on their second ride than with the use of the
carbohydrate or fluid replacement options alone(15).
Research has also shownmilk to be an effective rehydration

drink. Subjects consuming milk (with added sodium) post-
training actually remained hydrated longer than when they
consumed sports drinks or water(16). These hydration findings
are consistent with the improved fluid retention shown with
protein enhanced sports drinks(17).

Conclusion
Based on this compelling research, low-fat milk is an effective
post-training recovery drink.When used in conjunction with
resistance training, it produces gains in muscle mass, aids in
hydration and speeds recovery. To some, this is surprising news!
How can something as simple as low-fat milk produce such
results?The answer lies in the components ofmilk. They closely
resemble the previously mentioned guidelines for an effective
recovery drink. In fact the similarities are startling; milk is first
and foremost a liquid, contains easily digested carbohydrate and
amixture ofwhey/casein protein. In addition, the carbohydrate
to protein ratio ofmilk can easily bemanipulated tomeet your
needs by adding something like syrup, a chocolate stir-in or a
wholesome piece of fruit (see table 1).
Does this mean that specially engineered recovery

supplements are useless?No!But it will allow younger athletes
and those who are on a tight budget to effectively recover and
make lean bodymass gains without breaking the bank.
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Jargonbuster
Insulin
A hormone whose presence informs cells that we are well fed,
causing liver and muscle cells to take in glucose and store it in
the form of glycogen

Cortisol
A catabolic hormone with physiological opposite effects to
insulin. When cortisol is high, the body decreases the
formation of glycogen and promotes the breakdown of
glycogen, fats, and proteins

Glycogen
An insoluble, highly branched form of carbohydrate stored in
muscles and liver

Glucose
A simple sugar that is an important carbohydrate because the
cells uses it for their primary source of energy
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The days of sliced oranges and a cup tea at half-time are long gone.
AsTimLawson explains, optimumhalf-time recovery is a complex
science in which a number of factors need to be considered

The half-time nutritional strategies employed bymany sports
teams often rely as much on tradition, fashion and even
sponsorship deals as they do on sound science. But with sports
like football becoming sohighprofile, nutritional strategies are
becoming increasingly sophisticated, with many teams
employing full-time nutritionists and sport scientists.
Increasingly, top teams are using specialist sports drinks and
other products with an emphasis on different priorities for
different positions and individuals.
The traditional approach to half-time recovery usually

involves a cup of tea and a slice of orange, and like many
nutritional practices that have stood the test of time, this almost
certainly has somemerit. Similarly, other foods such as high-
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Half-time recovery –
what’s best formaximising
fulltime performance?

NUTRITION

At a Glance

� The relationship between half-time nutrition and the demands
of the sport and players’ positions in that sport is explained;

� The importance of replacing sufficient, but not excessive, fluid
and carbohydrate for recovery is discussed;

� Strategies for the optimum replacement of carbohydrate and
electrolytes are outlined.



carbohydrate cakes, confectionery and even jelly babies have
been advocated because they contain useful energy. Some
scientific papers have even recommended snacks like pretzels
because they contain high levels of sodium(1).
However, these kinds of products may also contain other

ingredients that are not entirely beneficial for sports
performance. For instance, it may not be possible to measure
the performance detriments of hydrogenated vegetable oils or
trans-fats in a single game but their negative effects on health
are well documented, which is why they’re banned in several
countries. Similarly, colourings and other additives are often
contained in these kinds of products, which have at least been
associated with disruptive behaviour and poor concentration
in school children, if not some of the crazy on- and off-ball
fouls often seen on TV(2)!
So what are the main factors to consider when planning

nutrition in the half-time interval? Since the first World
Congress on the Science of Football was held at Liverpool in
1987, there has beenmuch published research on the physical
demands of football and other team sports, and the nutritional
status of participants. Fluid, electrolyte and carbohydrate
needs have been studied during training and in match
simulations, as well as the effects of dietary manipulations on
sport-specific skills. Fatigue has been observed as a transient
phenomenon during matches and general performance
declines towards the end ofmatches.However, the underlying
factors responsible for fatigue during football are still not
fully understood(3,4).
There have been very few studies that have looked

specifically at a nutritional intervention at half-time and its
effect on performance in the second half. A study presented at
the 2006AmericanCollegeof SportsMedicine annualmeeting,
showed that players who had been fed amixture of protein and
carbohydrates at half-time performedworse in the second half
than those given a carbohydrate drink.However, the principles
for effective nutritional strategies need to be deduced from the
research based on the demands of the game and the factors
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known to limit physical performance. Case studies are
therefore important.

Physical demands of team sports
There are significant differences in the physical demands of
team sports like soccer, American football and rugby, with
soccer being more physically demanding in terms of distance
covered per minute than rugby, for instance(5). However, most
team sports show activity patterns that would be expected to
have a considerable energy cost, with typical values for distance
covered permatch at around 8-11km.
The energy cost of competing in amatch ismuchhigher than

an even-paced run of the samedistance, as there are numerous
changes of pace withmany periods of intense activity, which is
typically associatedwithheavydemandson carbohydrate energy
supply(4).Within the same sport, different league standards are
often associated with different activity levels, with top-class
sport clearly differentiated from lower levels by the increased
volume of high-intensity play(3).
Outcomes in team sports are highly influenced by skill, so it

Inappropriate and devious strategies…

The most inappropriate nutritional strategy must go to the
Sunday league team who were sponsored by a brewery and
really did drink a pint of the sponsor’s lager at half-time.
Apparently they all thought they played better in the second
half, but no one had done the match analysis and they were
keen for it to stay that way!
The most devious nutritional strategy involved the use of
high-tech sports drinks and gels for the home team but sugar-
free cordial and sweeteners rather than sugar for the tea that
the league rules obliged them to provide for the visiting team.
A lesson perhaps for visiting teams and sports people to be
self-sufficient, but it was surprising how long the home team
were able to get away with this tactic by explaining that ‘Sugar
is not healthy and you wouldn’t want your guys getting fat
would you?!’



is also important to consider factors thatmay influence skill and
concentration when considering strategies to optimise
performance. Often these factors go hand in hand with
carbohydrate depletion, associated with reduced exercise
capacity and poor concentration – effects that may be
compounded by dehydration. Both dehydration and muscle
glycogen depletion have been associated with injury and
accidents, so efforts to prevent these affecting performances
could have repercussions well beyond the immediatematch.
One of the main difficulties in discussing nutritional

strategies for the half-time interval in order to optimise
performance in the second half is that the factors may vary
according to the state that players are in prior to thematch. In
the early 1990s, scientific publications commenting onnutrition
for football tended to suggest that even when players were
consuming sufficient calories tomeet their energy needs, they
should consumemore carbohydrate inorder to recover between
training sessions and tomaximisemuscle glycogen stores prior
to amatch(6,7).
More recent publications, whilst stressing the importance of

replenishingmuscle glycogen stores between training sessions
and the potential benefits of carbohydrate loading formatches,
have alsowarned about the over-consumption of carbohydrate
if optimal body composition is to be achieved(8).
However, studies using dietary analysis continue to suggest

that many soccer players are failing to consume sufficient
carbohydrate to recover andoptimise carbohydrate stores(9) and
twoSpanish studies published in 2005 suggested that the eating
habits of young players were so poor that nutritional
intervention and education was necessary in order to improve
general healthy dietary practices(6,7).
The impact of carbohydrate supplementation during the

half-time interval could well depend upon the prior eating
habits of the player. Similarly, the rehydration needs, and
therefore the efficacy of half-time rehydration strategies, will
depend on the pre-game hydration status as much as the
playing conditions and player work rates. Researchers from
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Pennsylvania State University recently investigated the effect
of dehydration and rehydration on basketball skill. Urine tests
showed that some subjects taking part in the experiment were
already dehydratedwhen they arrived at the experiment venue,
even though they had been encouraged to stay well hydrated
the day before each trial(10).
This situation is probably reflected in real game situations,

especiallywhere squads arenotmonitored closely in their build-
up to games. Sport nutritionists working with Premier League
football clubs have noted that players often turn up to training
less optimally hydrated during cold weather than in the hotter
months. Thismaybebecauseplayers give hydration less priority
when the sun is not shining and are unaware of the increased
water vapour losses in cold conditions.
The growinguseof under-pitchheating alsomeans thatmore

games can be played in very cold air temperatures, wherewater
vapour losses are significant. If well-monitored players at high
levels of sport are often sub-optimally hydrated, there’s a good
chance that players in other leagues are starting matches in a
sub-optimal state and will therefore be in a worse state at half-
time than necessary.

Just enough and nomore
Scientific studies of sub-elite sportsmen andwomen show there
ismuch to be gainedby replacing fatty, energy-dense foodswith
more carbohydrate(11,12).However, at the very elite endof sport,
nutritionists are fine-tuning energy and hydration provision to
provide just enough.
This is to maximise power-to-weight ratio; each gram of

carbohydrate stored asmuscle glycogen is bound to 3g ofwater,
so if a player startswith 500g ofmuscle glycogen and this is used
during the game it will release 1.5kg of water. This released
water is important when considering the fluid and energy
requirements at half-time.
While dehydration resulting in a loss of bodymass of 2% or

greater can result in reduced endurance exercise capacity, and
sprinting and sport-specific skills can be adversely affected by
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losses of 3% ormore(3,10), players are able to tolerate a level of
dehydration. There’s no merit in encouraging players to
consumemore fluid than required to maintain performance,
because thiswould be the equivalent of sendingplayers outwith
aweight vest!However, any change in bodymass should not be
calculated by the difference between that immediately prior to
thematch andhalf-time, but instead baseline bodymass should
beestablishedby earlymorningmeasurements takenbefore any
carbohydrate loading has taken place(13).
Although there are some reports of soccer players losing up

to four or five litres per hour of sweat in very hot and humid
environments andup to three litres in temperate climates, sweat
losses closer to two litres per hour are probably more typical(1,
3,13). In such cases, a half-time fluid consumption of between 500
and 800mls should be sufficient to prevent a decrease in body
mass greater than 1%during the second half.

Individual differences
Recent publications studying the sweat response andwater and
electrolyte needs of footballers have noted that there are wide
individual differences amongst the same teams that were not
position dependant(1,13). In an idealworld each individualwould
have a specific fine-tuned nutritional strategy, but this can be
almost impossible in the squad culture that tends to exist in
everyday training situations.
Nutrients, especially electrolytes, may prevent fatigue and

reducemuscle cramps in the second half. Themost important
electrolyte lost in sweat is sodiumand researchhas shownawide
individual variation in sodium losses – as low as the equivalent
of 1g of salt to over 6g in 90minutes.Assuming that players start
a match with reasonable sodium stores, most players are
unlikely to be become performance limited due to sodium
depletion during onematch; themain role of sodium in a half-
time recovery situation is to encourage fluid uptake in situations
where large fluid volumes need to be consumed at half-time
(because sodium stimulates thirst).
However, 6g is the suggested total maximum daily salt
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CASE STUDY
Accrington Stanley Football Club is most famously associated with
nutrition via a long-running milk commercial. However, medical and
support staff were keen to use scientific sports drinks in order to
improve energy levels in the latter parts of games. The strategy
needed to be simple to administer and integrate into a squad, have
good acceptability and be cost effective. A simple feeding strategy
based upon each player drinking 500mls of a 12% glucose
polymer/fructose solution (SIS PSP22) prior to the match and at half-
time was initiated in October 2005.

Accrington Stanley 2005/6 league position

The feeding strategy was thought to be a major contributing factor to
Accrington’s league title success and record-breaking unbeaten run.
Medical and support staff point to the timing of ‘for’ and ‘against’ goals
as evidence; rather than running out of energy, Accrington were scoring
more often and conceding less in the latter 15 minutes of each half.

Goal times (minutes) and numbers 2005/06
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allowance recommended by the UK Food Standards Agency
and there has been considerable pressure from the government
for food producers to reduce the amount of sodium in food(14).
It is not clear if ‘high sodium sweaters’ are so because they
consume a high-sodium diet or for other reasons. It is clear,
however, that sweat losses of 6g in 90 minutes cannot be
sustained unless consumption is increased beyond the current
recommendeddailymaximum.Unseasonably hotweather and
reduced sodium foodsmay combine to leave players potentially
short of this important electrolyte.
Research onmany games players suggests that the status of

other nutrients is often poor(9,12,15), and minerals such as zinc,
magnesium and calcium (found as electrolytes in sweat) and
other minerals such as iron(16) may be sub-optimal prior to
matches.Whilst a player suffering from fatigue or cramps due
to poor nutrition prior to the match may benefit from
carbohydrate/electrolyte supplementation at half-time, it’s
probably better to improve diet betweenmatches rather than
try to patch up poor general nutrition with a half-time fix.

Half-time carbohydrate
In players starting with an adequate nutritional status, fluid or
electrolyte losses arenot usually a limiting factor inperformance
towards the endof games.However, carbohydrate shortfalls are
almost certainly responsible for fatigue in games, irrespective
of player position or standard. Low carbohydrate levels can
compromisemental skills as well as physical performance, and
there isconsensusthatcarbohydratesupplementationcanimprove
performance.Muscle glycogen stores are generally quite lowat
the endof games, andevenwhenoverall stores arenot depleted,
carbohydratemaybedepleted in specific limitingmuscle fibres(3).
Carbohydrate supplementation to replace lost muscle

glycogen makes sense and has been shown to help prevent
deterioration in the performance of soccer players in simulated
matches(15) and to improve performance in soccer- and
basketball-specific tests(10,17).However, gastric-emptying studies
have shown that the activity levels in competitive games are such
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that they are likely to delay gastric emptying andpossibly reduce
the effectiveness of carbohydrate drinks given immediately
prior to or duringmatches(18).
To counteract slow gastric emptying, glucose polymers

(maltodextrins) have been recommended formany years; they
have a lower osmolality than simple sugars, can improve gastric
emptying and are relatively light on the stomach(19). Recent
research from Birmingham University suggests that energy
drinks usingmultiple energy substratesmay result in improved
energy delivery to themuscles(20). Combinations ofmaltodextrin
and fructosewould therefore seem tobe a sensible combination
to form the basis of a half-time nutritional strategy, combining
good gastric emptying with the benefits of multiple energy
substrate transport across the small intestine.
Half-time is, however, relatively short and care should be

taken tomaximise the opportunity to refuel and recover when
gastric emptying is not limitedby intensematchactivity. Isotonic
energy gels can be a practical solution, providing players with a
bolus dose of carbohydrate as they leave the field, gaining
valuable recovery time over a teamwaiting until they reach the
changing rooms to get drinks.Although this article is about half-
time nutritional recovery strategies, it also makes sense to use
any natural breaks in the game to take on carbohydrate, and
fluid/electrolytes in hot conditions.
It’s worth cautioning against a ‘one size fits all’ policy with

regard to player nutrition. A strategy of ensuring that each
player consumes at least 400-500mls of 10-12% glucose
polymer/fructose solution is a good baseline for half-time
refuelling. Inhot conditions, and for playerswith very high sweat
rates, more fluid may be needed to prevent dehydration
reaching detrimental levels. Fluid requirements canbe checked
by comparinghalf-timeweights to baselinemeasures in training
matches, and players should be encouraged to fine-tune their
thirst perception using this feedback.When 800mls ormore of
fluid needs to be drunk at half-time, it is possibly useful to
consume solutions containing at least some electrolyte,
especially sodium.
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Summary
Do
� Try to take account of individual needs as well as those of the
squad more generally;

� Maximise muscle glycogen restoration by getting carbohydrate
in as soon as possible;

� Modify hydration according to weather/activity levels;
� Remember that in fast games, sweat rates can be at or close
to maximal, even in cold conditions;

� Remember that additional water vapour losses can be
significant in extremely cold weather and that the advent of
heated pitches means that more games are now played in very
low air temperatures;

� Tailor half-time nutrition to individual needs – especially
important in hot conditions when there may be large differences
in sweat rate and composition;

� Consider caffeinated beverages for players who have not been
involved in play for long periods. Some teams have reported
positive effects of caffeine, and because of the possible
beneficial effects on attention and vigilance it could be
particularly useful for goalkeepers in matches when they are
not involved in play for long periods in games.

Don’t
� Wait until the half-time period to fix dietary problems that
should have been fixed before the game or several weeks
before the game;

� Drink to maintain pre-match body mass. Baseline body mass
should be calculated frommorning weigh-ins. This is likely to
be considerably lighter than pre-match weight. Try to drink a
sufficient amount so that weight does not drop by more than
2% of the morning weight;

� Take more carbohydrate or fluid than is necessary. More is not
necessarily better and around 120-150g of carbohydrate is
probably ample during a 90-minute game. Any carbohydrate
calories consumed above that required increases chances of
fat gain and any fluid intake above that required to prevent a
performance drop will reduce physical performance by virtue
of the increased mass of fluid that has to be carried around;

� Carry out other nutritional strategies at the expense of
carbohydrate delivery or hydration.
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Jargonbuster
Osmolality
The concentration of particles of a substance per unit volume in a
solution (as opposed to weight of substance per unit volume)
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Unless you’ve been living onMars for the last 15 years, you’ll already
be aware that carbohydrate nutrition is just about the most
important weapon in your nutritional toolbox formaximising sport
performance. In recent years, the ‘glycaemic index’ – the rate of
carbohydrate energy release – has become an important
consideration for athletes seeking to consume the ‘right’ type of
carbohydrate for a particularmode of training or recovery. But why
is this index important and how can you use it to plan your
carbohydrate intake for better recovery? New research has thrown
up some interesting findings, according toAndrewHamilton

Glucose is your body’s premium grade fuel and almost all of
it is derived from dietary carbohydrate. But, although all
carbohydrates supply glucose to thebody, the rate atwhich they
are digested and release that glucose into the bloodstream,
where it can be absorbed, varies considerably.
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The glycaemic index: how
to harness it for optimum
recovery

NUTRITION

At a Glance

� The basics of carbohydrate digestion and metabolism and the
subsequent effects on insulin and post-exercise muscle
recovery are explained;

� The concepts of GI and GL in dietary carbohydrate are
introduced and compared;

� Recommendations are made for optimising GI and GL to
maximise exercise performance and recovery.



For example, the carbohydrate in oatmeal consists of glucose
buildingblocks chemically bound together in long chains to form
starch; and the glucose can’t be released into the bloodstream
until digestionbreaks the chemical bonds in the starch chains to
release the individual glucose building blocks, all ofwhich takes
time. This process is also slowed down considerably by the
presenceof gummy fibres,which tend to trap the starch in a gel-
likematrix, furtherdelaying the releaseof glucose.Thenet result
is that the release of glucose into the blood following an oat-
basedmeal is slow, gentle and prolonged.
Now contrast this with the same amount of carbohydrate

consumed in the formof a drink sweetenedwith glucose syrup.
Most of the carbohydrate in glucose syrup comes from free,
unboundglucose building blocks, so it canpass straight from the
intestine into the bloodstream, without digestion, in a rapid
sudden surge.
Since glucose is such an important molecule in energy

metabolism, it would be surprising if our bodies didn’t have
precisemechanisms for controlling its flow around the body, as
indeed they do. The brain runs almost exclusively on glucose,
which it gets from the blood as the end result of breaking down
dietary carbohydrate.However, the brain is extremely sensitive
to the concentrationof glucose in theblood (often referred to as
‘blood sugar’); evenamild shortfall canproduce such symptoms
as weakness, dizziness, fatigue, poor concentration and
confusion, while large excesses (as you get with uncontrolled
diabetes) can lead to coma and even death.
Blood glucose levels are controlled by hormones, which

stimulate hunger pangs and the release of glucose from liver
stores when blood glucose drops (eg when food hasn’t been
eaten for a fewhours) andwhichpromote theuptakeof glucose
into the tissues, such as muscle, when blood glucose levels
rise too high (as after a meal containing quick releasing
carbohydrates). In healthy adults, between meals the body
strives to maintain a blood glucose level of around 3.4-6.0
millimoles per litre (60-110mg of glucose per 100ml). When
blood glucose rises above the upper limit (eg after ameal), the
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hormone insulin stimulates uptake of glucose into the cells,
where it can be stored as glycogen in muscles and the liver or
transformed to triglycerides (precursors to fatmolecules). The
net effect is to lower blood glucose.
After several hours without food, blood glucose levels tend

to drift downwards, and when the level drops below the lower
limit the hormone glucagon stimulates the conversion of liver
glycogen back to glucose and, if liver glycogen stores are low,
also provides a route for the production of glucose from
fragments of othermolecules, such as lactate and amino acids.
The net effect is a rise in blood glucose. Together, insulin and
glucagon keep blood glucosewithin the narrow range required
by the body and, in particular, the brain.
If blood glucose levels are so carefully controlled, why does

the rate of glucose release fromdietary carbohydratesmatter?
The reason is that each time your body acts to bring blood
glucose back to within its optimum range, a number of
physiological consequences follow.
Eat a meal rich in quick releasing carbohydrates, such as

sugar, and your blood glucose rockets upwards, causing a rapid
release of insulin. This can be good or bad depending on the
circumstances. After training, for example, when yourmuscles
are ‘hungry’ for glucose to recover and replenish depleted
glycogen stores, a rapid rise in insulin stimulates the uptake of
glucose and amino acids into those muscles, so aiding growth
and repair.
However, eat that same meal when there’s no particular

demand for glucose and, once your liver glycogen stores are
topped up, there’s only one possible destiny for the excess
glucose removed from the blood by insulin – storage as fat!
Insulin control is not perfect, particularly when the rise in

blood sugar from eating dietary carbohydrates is large and
rapid, such as after a sugary meal. A rapid rise in blood sugar
stimulates a larger-than-normal insulin responsewith the result
that blood sugar levels can eventually end up below the
optimum range, leading to both mental and physical fatigue.
This explains why some people find that quick releasing
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carbohydrates give an initial energy boost, giving rise to a
subsequent dip 30-60minutes later.
There is considerable individual variability in insulin

response, though, and some people can eat quick releasing
carbohydrates with impunity, while others find they play havoc
with energy levels!
On the other hand, slow releasing carbohydrates, such as

oats, pasta, lentils andbeans, produceonly a gentle rise in blood
sugar and a correspondingly small insulin response, making it
easier for the body tomaintain optimumblood glucose levels.
Another benefit of slow releasing carbohydrates is that, for a

given calorie intake, blood glucose levels are sustained in the
desired range for longer thanwhenquick release carbohydrates
are consumed. This delays the onset of hunger (useful when
weight control is a priority) and also reduces the risk that stored
proteinswill need to be brokendown for energy, thus depleting
musclemass!
Because the varying energy release rates of different

carbohydrates impact on a range of physiological functions,
including sport performance, scientists have devised a way of
measuring their effect on blood glucose levels. The result is the
‘glycaemic index’, whereby carbs are ranked on a scale from 0
to 100 according to the extent to which they raise blood sugar
levels. Foodswith ahighGI are thosewhich are rapidly digested
and absorbed and result in marked fluctuations in blood sugar
levels, while low GI foods are digested and absorbed slowly,
producing gradual rises in blood sugar and insulin levels.
Todetermine theGI ratingofagivencarbohydrate,measured

portions are fed to healthy people after an overnight fast, with
blood samples collected at 15-30minute intervals over the next
two hours. These blood samples are used to construct a blood
sugar response curve, as illustrated in figure 1,opposite, which
determines theGIrating in relation topureglucose.Pureglucose
(one of the very quickest releasing carbohydrates) is assigned a
value of 100 and all other foods are rankedby comparison.
The GI rating table, overleaf, contains a few surprises. For

example, a baked potato releases glucose into the bloodstream
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50% faster than chocolate, which contains plenty of sugar!
Similarly, that wholesome Shredded Wheat breakfast cereal
causes a faster rise in blood sugar than apricot jam! That is
because theGI ratingof a carbohydrate is notdeterminedpurely
by how ‘refined’ or sugary it is but also by the following factors:
� The type of sugar present – Fructose (themain sugar in fruit)
has to be converted to glucose in the liver before it can
appear in the blood, thereby reducing the rate at which
blood glucose rises and attracting a relatively lowGI rating.
Sucrose (table sugar) consists of one unit of glucose and
one of fructose bonded together; this bond has to be
broken before free glucose is released and then fructose
has to be converted to glucose. This explains why theGI of
table sugar ismuch lower than that of pure glucose;

� Amount and type of fibre present – Fibre delays breakdown
of carbohydrate in a number of ways. Sometimes it acts as a
physical barrier, slowing down the digestive process of
breaking down carbohydrate; this is why whole apples have
a lowerGI than apple juice. Sometimes, as with porridge,
gummy fibres bind the carbohydrate into a gel-like
structure, slowing down the rate of digestion;

� Carbohydratemicrostructure – The structure of the food can
also play a role. For example, with pasta the physical
entrapment of starch granules in a sponge-like network of
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Figure 1: blood sugar response curves for
high GI and low GI foods
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proteinmolecules in the pasta dough slows digestion,
leading to a lowGI rating;

� Amount of fat present – Fat in foods tends to slow the rate of
stomach emptying and therefore the rate at which foods are
digested. For any given carbohydrate, the presence of fat
will produce a lowerGI, which explains why crisps have a
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Glucose 100
Rice Crispies 83
Cornflakes 81
Puffed Wheat 80
Jelly beans 80
Dark rye bread 76
Doughnut 76
Potato (boiled or mashed) 74
Dates (dried) 72
Swede 72
Potato (jacket baked) 72
White bread 70
Shredded Wheat 70
Wholemeal bread 69
Croissant 69
French baguette 68
Parsnips 68
Pineapple 66
Rye bread 65
Mars bar 65
Table sugar 65
Apricot (tinned) 64
Raisins 64
Beetroot 64
Potato: new 62
Ice cream 61
Digestive biscuit 60
Pitta bread 58
Muesli 58
Banana (ripe) 58
Sourdough 57
Sultanas 57
Rich Tea biscuits 57
Mango 56
Sweet corn 55
Apricot (jam) 55
Popcorn 55
Orange juice 55
Special K 54
Potato crisps 54
Sweet potato 54

Kiwi fruit 53
Carrots 51
Oat bran 50
Mixed grain 49
Chocolate 49
Peas 48
Grapes 48
Baked beans (tinned) 46
Porridge 46
Pineapple juice 46
Fructose 46
Orange 44
Apple juice (clear) 44
All Bran 43
Spaghetti (white) 43
Peach 42
Pinto beans 40
Spaghetti (wholemeal) 39
Tomato juice 38
Apple 37
Pear 36
Chickpeas 33
Hazelnuts 33
Yoghurt (low-fat, sweetened) 33
Split peas 32
Strawberry 32
Milk (skimmed) 32
Plums 32
Butter beans 31
Apricot (dried) 30
Banana (unripe) 30
Peanut butter 29
Kidney beans 28
Lentils 28
Milk (full fat) 27
Grapefruit 25
Cherries 22
Cashews 22
Peanuts 22
Soya beans 20
Yoghurt (low-fat, unsweetened) 14

Table 1: GI rating for some common
carbohydrates
(Approximate values, varying according to brand/
variety/ripeness/preparation etc)(2)



lowerGI than boiled or baked potatoes and ice cream
a lowerGI than sorbet!

While GI is a very useful concept, it can’t be taken as the sole
predictor of the effects of eating a particular type of
carbohydrate. That is because blood glucose response is also
determined by the amount of food eaten. A more reliable
rating system is the ‘glycaemic load’ (GL), which takes account
of both the quality (GI value) of a given carbohydrate and the
amount consumed, somore accurately predicting its effects on
blood sugar.
The glycaemic load, in units, of a portion of carbohydrate is

expressed as: GI rating x grams of carbohydrate in portion
size/100.Note that eachunit ofGLproduces the sameeffect on
blood sugar as eating 1g of pure glucose.
The glycaemic load rating makes sense of some of the

surprising GI rankings. For example, a bananamay have aGI
rating of 58 comparedwith just 49 for chocolate, but comparing
GLvaluespaints the truepicture.A typical 120gbananacontains
around24gof carbohydrate,whichhas aGI valueof 58.TheGL
is therefore 58 x 24/100, ie approximately 14 units. But 120g of
chocolate provides 75gof carbohydrate,whichhas aGI valueof
49, and so has a GL value of 75 x 49/100 = 32 units. In other
words, gram for gram, chocolatehasmore than twice the impact
on your blood sugar of bananas, despite its lowerGI ranking.
By totalling up theGLunits for foods you eat throughout the

day, you can arrive at an overall GL for the day. The average
(processed)Westerndiet contains around120GLunits per day,
which is on the high side (see table 2, overleaf).
The glycaemic index and load of foods have important

implications for training and recovery. The early research
focused largely on the role of highGI carbohydrates and post-
exercise recovery, and it soon became apparent that high GI
foods accelerate and maximise glycogen resynthesis and
recovery after training. One of the landmark studies looked at
cyclists who undertook two exercise trials to deplete muscle
glycogen and then consumed either highGI or lowGI carbs(1).
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ThehighGI trial resulted in a biggermeasured insulin response
and increase inmuscle glycogenduring the 24-hour period after
training. These findingswere subsequently confirmed by other
studies, which explainswhyhighGI carbs are recommended for
optimum recovery for 24 hours after training.

Pre-trainingGI values
Attention then turned to the issue of how different GI carbs
affect performance when consumed before training, with
Australian researchers noting that a lowGI carbohydratemeal
(lentils) eaten one hour before exercise increased cyclists’ time
to exhaustion by comparison with an equal amount of
carbohydrate eaten in the formof a highGI carbohydrate food
(potatoes)(3). Their explanation was that the lower glucose and
insulin responses producedmore stable levels of blood glucose
throughout the cycling boutwhich, combinedwith a slower rate
ofmuscle glycogen usage, would have enhanced endurance.
This study lent credibility to the notion that consuming high

GI carbs before training was probably not a good idea because
they could impair performance by destabilising blood sugar
levels.And it probably explainswhy endurance athletes are now
advised to choose low glycaemic carbohydrate foods for their
pre-event or pre-trainingmeals.
The problem is that much of the subsequent research has

failed to support these findings. In a follow-up study, the same
researchers fed cyclists either lowGIor highGImeals onehour
before cycling to exhaustion(4). They found that, although the
lowGImeals were associated with higher blood glucose levels
after 90 minutes of exercise than their high GI counterparts,
there were no differences in time to exhaustion.
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Table 2: GI and GL classified
Glycaemic index (GI) Glycaemic load (GL) Glycaemic load

Individual serving Total daily intake

Low 55 or below 10 or below Below 80
Medium 56-69 11-19 80-120
High 70-plus 20-plus 120-plus



Another study compared the effects of lowGI food (lentils)
and high GI food (potatoes) in cyclists before 50 minutes of
submaximal cycling followed by a 15-minute performance
trial(5). As expected, the highGImeal led to an increase in blood
glucose before exercise and a decline in blood glucose at the
onset of exercise by comparisonwith the lowGImeal. But again
thismade no difference to performance.
However, not all the subsequent research has beennegative.

In a similar trial on cyclists, plasma insulin levels were lower for
the lowGImeal through the first 20minutes of cycling, and the
exercise time to exhaustion was longer(6). The lowGImeal also
maintained higher blood glucose levels at the end of two hours
of exercise.
There’s still somedegreeof uncertainty about the advantages

of low GI carbs over high GI carbs as pre-race snacks/meals.
And the fact that some individuals are known to be particularly
sensitive to insulin-induced blood sugar falls may account for
the somewhatmixed research results.
Some research has also suggested that theGIof pre-exercise

carbohydratemay affect the ratio of fat to carbohydrate used as
fuel. In a study on runners, fed either low or high GI
carbohydrate three hours before a treadmill run, researchers
were intrigued todiscover that, althoughperformance times did
not differ significantly, during the first 80 minutes of exercise,
carbohydrate oxidationwas 12% lower and fat oxidation 118%
higher in the lowGI trial than the highGI trial(7)!
This finding is supported by more recent research on

runners, who took part in three treadmill runs three hours after
being fed either high GI food, lowGI food or no food at all(8).
As expected, the researchers found that the fasting state
produced the highest rate of fat oxidation during exercise.
However, total fat oxidationwas also significantly higher in the
low GI trial than in the high GI trial, while the high GI meal
caused a significant drop in blood glucose to below the fasting
level – not a desirable effect!
An increased rate of fat oxidation following a lowGImeal

could be important because it would conservemuscle glycogen,
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so prolonging endurance in longer events, whilemaintaining or
reducing body fat.
There is also some evidence that lowGI pre-exercisemeals

mayhelp enduranceathletes by reducingblood lactate.Another
studyon trained cyclists involved an incremental exercise test to
exhaustion 65minutes after consuming either highGI, lowGI
or non-carbohydrate food(9). Although time to fatigue did not
differ significantly between the groups, during exercise blood
glucose levelswere significantly lower in cyclistswho’d eaten the
highGImeal. Interestingly, blood lactatewas also higher in the
high GI group in the early part of the test (at submaximal
intensities), suggesting that athletes engaging in prolonged low
intensity exercisemight benefit froma lowGIpre-exercisemeal.
However, it may be that athletes who routinely use

carbohydrate drinks during training have little to gain by
manipulating theGIof pre-exercisemeals.One study looked at
trained cyclistswhodrank a carbohydrate solutionduring a two-
hour submaximalworkout followed by a high intensity ride two
hours after consuming either a highGI food (potato), a lowGI
food (pasta) or a low energy jelly (control)(10).
Despite between-groups differences in blood glucose, insulin

and fatty acids, the researchers found that the amount and
proportion of carbohydrate used for energy was the same,
regardless of the pre-exercisemeal, with no differences in time
taken to complete the high- intensity ride. The researchers
concluded that when carbohydrate drinks are ingested in
recommendedamounts during exercise, the typeof pre-exercise
carbohydrate consumed has little effect on metabolism or
subsequent performance.

MakingGI work for you
How can this knowledge about GI and GL help you enhance
your own training and nutrition? The following advice should
help:
� Formaximum recovery, be sure to include some
moderate/highGI carbohydrates in your post-training
snacks/meals tomaximise glycogen repletion;
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� Despite the generally accepted advice, there is little evidence
to suggest that higherGI pre-race snacks andmeals
adversely affect exercise performanceduring shorter events;

� There is evidence to suggest that lowGI carbsmay be
preferable before longer, lower intensity events (two hours-
plus). However…

� If you are susceptible to blood sugar swings (ie you often
experience an energy dip 30-60minutes after eating a
carbohydrate-richmeal/snack), stick to lowGI carbs for
three hours before training, whatever the duration/
intensity of your event, as these are less likely to disturb
your blood sugar and adversely affect training;

� If weight control is a priority, avoid highGI pre-exercise
snacks, which reduce the proportion of energy derived
from fat burning during subsequent training;

� Away from training, try to emphasise lowGI carbs in your
diet, as these are less likely than highGI carbs to over-
stimulate your insulin system and for continuing the
process of recovery;

� Remember that the specific effect of a carbohydrate on
your blood sugar results fromboth the quality (GI) and the
quantity (GL) of that carbohydrate. Stick to low/medium
GL food servings away from training andmedium/high
GL servings after training;

� TheGI andGLof carbohydrates will both be reduced by
fat consumedwith yourmeal. For optimumglycogen
replenishment, consume yourmoderate/highGI carbs
with only small amounts of fatty foods!
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Jargonbuster
Hormones
Compounds made in the body that act as chemical messengers,
telling cells what to do

Glycogen
A ‘giant’ molecule used for carbohydrate storage in the muscle
and liver, consisting of large numbers of glucose units linked
together to form an insoluble matrix of readily available
carbohydrate

Triglycerides
A fat storage and transport molecule, consisting of glycerol
bonded to three fatty acids

Blood lactate
A by-product of intense exercise, indicating that insufficient oxygen
is available to fuel that exercise and leading to muscular fatigue
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Thenaturally occurring amino acid knownasGABAhas long been
know to functionas an inhibitory neurotransmitter in the brain, and
as such, is popular as an ‘anti-anxiety’ supplement.However, exciting
new research suggests that it may also stimulate the natural release
of growth hormone, which could yield benefits such as enhanced
muscle recovery and strength gains.AndrewHamilton explains

Back in the 90s, the use of creatine as a strength-building
supplement revolutionised sports nutrition, because unlike
most other supplements out there, it actually did what it
claimed on the tin! Since then, a number of would-be
pretenders to the throne have appeared on the market, but
none hasmatched creatine for its sheer efficacy.
Creatine is able to produce short-term recovery and strength

gains because it enhances the short-term, high-intensity energy
pathway in muscles known as the ‘phospho-creatine (PC)
system’.An enhancedPCenergy pathway allowsmuscle fibres
to contract vigorously for longer, thus producingmore intense
loading and fatigue. This in turn produces a greater repair and
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Is GABA the ‘next creatine’
for strength athletes?

SUPPLEMENTS

At a Glance

� The role and different types of growth hormone in the body are
explained;

� The nutritional link between GABA and growth hormone is
outlined;

� New research on the potential benefits of GABA supplementation
is presented and recommendations are made.



growth stimulus, and in the longer term,with adequate rest and
nutrition, greater strength gains.

The role of growth hormone
One of the key players inmuscle recovery following exercise is
a substance called ‘growth hormone’ or GH for short. GH is a
large proteinmolecule that is synthesised, stored, and secreted
by specialised cells within anterior pituitary gland in the brain
(see box 1 belowf).
In the body,GHhas a number of biological functions, but of

particular interest to athletes is the fact that it increases protein
synthesis andpromotes fat burning(1), increases calciumretention
and therefore strengthens and increases bonemineralisation,
and it also stimulates the immune system.
In adults,GH is not secreted steadily, but instead in discrete

bursts resulting in about five large pulses or peaks of GH
release each day. These peaks last from about 10-30 minutes
and themost predictable of these peaks occurs roughly an hour
after the onset of sleep(2).However, another extremely powerful
GH release stimulus is exercise, particularly high-intensity
exercise such as resistance training or high-intensity anaerobic
training(3-6).
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Box 1: GH in the body – irGH and ifGH
GH exists in several forms in the body, only some of which are
biologically active. To produce its biological effects, GHmust bind
to GH receptors on cell surfaces in a kind of ‘lock and key’ reaction.
There are two specific regions of the GHmolecule that can bind
to these receptors and thus switch on the chain of biological
reactions that follow; if a GHmolecule contains both of these
regions, it is assumed to be biologically active. This ‘active’ form of
GH is sometimes referred to as ‘immunofunctional GH’ or ifGH. By
contrast, ‘immunoreactiveGH’ refers to ameasure of total GHpresent
(ie all of the forms of GH, both biologically active and inactive).
Although rises and falls in irGH levels are normally mirrored by
similar changes in ifGH levels, the ideal measurement of GH levels
in research studies is ifGH, because this is guaranteed to be the
fraction of GH that is active in the body.



Given that GH promotes muscular growth and repair, and
also stimulates fat burning, it’s not surprising that someathletes
have been tempted to resort toGHabuse in order to accelerate
recovery from training, increase strength andmaintain lowbody
fat levels. However, not only is this illegal, GH abuse is a
potentially risky business, leading to potential health
complications such as high blood pressure andheart damage(7).

TheGABA-GH connection
If you want to maximise natural GH release and create an
anabolic environment, intense exercise and adequate sleep are
vital. But are there any nutritional tricks you can use to further
enhance GH secretion? Given that GH is secreted from the
brain, the obvious question to then ask is whether there are any
nutrients that could in someway influence brain function.
As it happens, there are a large number of biologically active

compounds that are involved in regulating brain chemistry and
the central nervous system (CNS), and which are synthesised
from simple constituents of foods. These compounds are
collectively known as neurotransmitters, which control and
regulate brain andCNS activity by acting on specific receptors
within those regions.

The role of GABA in brain chemistry
Gammaaminobutyric acid (more commonly knownasGABA)
is a naturally occurring AA present in small amounts in the
body. Although it’s not present in muscle tissue or in food
(unlikemost otherAAs), it can be synthesised in the body from
theAAL-glutamine(8) and is found in theCNS, pancreatic islet
cells and kidney.
In theCNS,GABA is the chief inhibitory neurotransmitter,

tending to decrease the electrochemical activity and therefore
excitability of nerve cells. This explains why the administration
ofGABAcanproduce anti-anxiety and anti-convulsant effects
and why much research into anxiolytic and anticonvulsant
medication has focused around slowing down the breakdown
ofGABA in theCNS.
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All well and good, but what can GABA offer to athletes
seeking optimumrecovery?Well, it just so happens thatGABA
supplementation while at rest seems to directly stimulate GH
secretion in the brain via centrally mediated mechanisms(9,10).
However, until recently, therewas no research available to show
whether this effect is significant; iedoes supplementation boost
ifGH(the active form) andhow relevant is this compared to the
effect ofGH release as a result of exercise?
More importantly, what is the effect of combining both

resistanceexerciseandsupplementedGABAonirGHandifGH?

GABAand resistance training forGH release
Until recently the answers to the questions above were
unknown, but a fascinating recent study carried out by US
scientists at theUniversity of Floridamakes for truly intriguing
reading(11). The researchers hypothesised thatGABA ingestion
would increasecirculating irGHand ifGHconcentrationsat rest,
and that oral GABA administration would augment the
irGH/ifGH response to resistance exercise (ie result in a larger
releaseofGH)– ideal forathletes forall the reasonsgivenearlier.
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Figure 1: Experimental design of GABA/
resistance training study



The study was designed as a randomised, double-blind,
placebo-controlled, crossover study – ie to be as rigorous and as
accurate as possible. In the study, 11 healthy, resistance-trained
males (average age 23.6yrs, average weight 87.5kgs) were
investigated to see what effects 3 grams of GABA supple-
mentation had on subsequent irGHand ifGHrelease followed
by either a period of rest, or a session of resistance training.
The study consistedof four trials, each separatedbyaweek; in

trial 1, the subjects were given either 3 grams of GABA or
capsules containing inert sucrose (table sugar) of the same
calorific value. After takingGABAor placebo they then rested
and measurements were made. In trial 2, exactly the same
protocolwas followedbut thosewhohad takenplacebonowtook
GABA and vice-versa. Trials 3 and 4 mirrored trials 1 and 2,
except that now, after taking theGABA/placebo supplements,
the subjects performedan intense 15-minute resistance routine,
which included the followingexercises: chestpress, lat pulldown,
chest fly, seatedrow, shoulderpress, bicepscurl, tricepsextension,
leg press, leg curl, leg extension, and calf raise. Figure 1 shows a
schematic representation of the overall experimental design.
Before each trial, blood was collected and then again

afterwards at 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, and 90minutes in the ‘rest’ trials
andafter 1, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75minutes in the ‘exercise’ trials.These
blood samples were analysed for subsequent irGH and ifGH
concentrations. The researchers also timed the trials and blood
collections so that they all tookplacebetween07.00hand09.00h
in order to minimise any circadian variability (GH secretion
tends to rise and fall naturally at different times of the day).

Results of GABA supplementation
The results obtained by the teamwere as follows:
� Exercise performance – there was no difference in exercise
performance between those subjects takingGABAand
those taking placebo (as expected –GABAwould not be
expected to exert a direct effect at themuscular level);

� irGHand ifGH secretion – asmight be expected, compared
to the equivalent resting trials, thosewith resistance training
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resulted in significantly higher levels (up to 18-fold) of irGH
and ifGH (we already know that exercise is a powerful
stimulator ofGH release);

� GHrelease at rest –GABA ingestion produced significantly
elevated levels of both irGHand ifGH regardless of
whether exercise was performed – up to 15-fold!

� Effects ofGABAplus exercise – the fact thatGABAcan
enhanceGHrelease is encouraging enough, but evenmore
impressivewas thatGABAplus exercise produced
significantly higher levels of irGHand ifGH than exercise
plus placebo, both at various timepoints after administration
and in termsof total amounts secreted (area under curve –
AUC). For example, the irGHresponse after exercise-
GABAwas approximately 200%greater than exercise-
placebo at 30minutes after exercise cessation. Likewise, the
ifGHresponse after exercise-GABAwas 175%greater than
exercise-placebo at 30minutes after exercise. The same
trendswere noted for peak concentrations of both irGHand
ifGH.Figures 2, 3 and 4 (opposite) illustrate these results.

What does thismean for athletes?
The two key findings from this study are that, firstly, GABA
supplementation at rest dramatically enhances the release of
ifGH. This is important because it’s the first study that shows
GABAsupplementation at rest increases ifGH– the portion of
GH that’s known to be biologically active. This increase is
significant; compared to rest-placebo, ingestion of GABA
produced three to four times asmuch total secretion. Similarly,
GABA ingestion combined with rest produced peak
concentrations of ifGH that were over four times higher than
withoutGABA.
However, even more interesting is the combined GABA-

exercise effects onGH; looking at the figures given above, you
can see how, compared to exercise alone (ie plus placebo),
taking GABA boosted the GH response significantly: 200%
more irGHand175%moreof the biologically active ifGHat 30
minutes after exercise following GABA ingestion is not to be
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sneezed at!Moreover, compared to placebo-GABA, the same
trendswere observed for total units of irGHand ifGHreleased
(AUC)whenGABAand exercise were combined.
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Results of the GABA/resistance training study



For athletes seeking to recover rapidly and gain maximum
strength, this seems like awin-win situation; for the samedegree
of exercise intensity (remember the GABA in itself does not
directly improve exercise performance), themagnitude of the
subsequent GH release is nearly doubled. EvenGABA taken
on its own raised levels of both irGHand ifGH,which opens up
the intriguing possibility that it could also be used to augment
the natural peak ofGHproduction that occurs during the early
hours of sleep, thus aiding recovery.
However, before we get too excited, there are important

caveats to add. The first is that there’s still little understanding
of how ingested GABA is able to produce this GH-boosting
effect. As any exercise biochemist will tell you, when
mechanisms are poorly understood, caution is the by-word.
The second is that despite everything we know about GH,

exactly how the administration of GABA to boost exercise-
induced GHmight affect subsequent growth and recovery in
athletes has yet to be determined.Until long-term studies have
been conducted to investigate this, we can’t be sure if these
theoretical benefits will actually translate into improved
performance. As the researchers themselves put it, ‘Although
GABA-induced irGH/ifGH secretion may alter substrate
metabolism and/or enhance the skeletal muscle responses to
resistance training, this still remains to be determined.’
Despite these caveats, GABA is considered a safe

supplement with low toxicity and is relatively cheap: for
example, 200g (66 servings) typically costs around $20-30 in the
US and £15-20 in theUK. Those who wish to experiment with
it as an adjunct to resistance training therefore, may have little
to lose.However, this of course presupposes that the emphasis
on recovery remains firmly on intelligent training and good
general nutrition – no supplement can ever be amagic bullet.
That said, while the jury’s still out, the research on GABA to
date is promising and it remains an area to watch.
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Jargonbuster
Metabolite
A molecule that results from a subsequent biochemical
transformation of the target molecule

Blood-brain barrier
A membranic structure that acts primarily to protect the brain from
chemicals in the blood, while still allowing essential metabolic
function

Anxiolytic
A substance (usually medication) that reduces anxiety

Precursor
A molecule used in the synthesis of the target molecule

Circadian variability
Rhythmic fluctuations that occur naturally as a result of the body’s
internal 24-hour clock
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The simple physiological equation employed bymost coaches is this:
training-plus-recovery-equals-adaptation. But while there are
literally hundreds of ways ofmeasuring training (eg sets, reps, load,
volume, time and intensity) and a similar number for measuring
adaptation (game performance, lactate threshold, heart rate, speed,
power etc), how many coaches measure or prescribe a recovery
programme, asks JamesMarshall

The evidence is that recovery is hugely important for athletes.
Of 298USathleteswhoparticipated in a survey after competing
in the 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games, 35 (12%) said that the
number one coaching decision that affected their performance
was ‘overtraining/ not getting enough rest’(1). In fact, it has been
reported that athletes are often fitter on the plane home than
en route to a competition, simply because of the rest days they
have enjoyed after the event!
Recovery is not just the absence of activity; it can alsomean

an enhancement of activity, such as stretching, or a change of
activity, such as swimming instead of running. A coach may
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Recovery – how tomeasure
it and prescribe a recovery
program

SECTION II – TRAINING&RECOVERY

At a Glance

� The requirements for optimum physiological recovery are
outlined;

� The importance of adequate emotional and cognitive recovery
are explained;

� Strategies to optimise all these aspects of recovery are given.



assume that if an athlete is not training he or she is recovering,
but this may not be the case, and athletes may need a specific
programme to help accelerate the recovery process.
The problem is that athletes prefer to focus on what they do

best – training – and getting them to focus on recovery can be
difficult. Indeed, if recovery sessions arenot supervised, athletes
may try to slip in extra sessions in order to ‘gain an edge’. Thus,
coaches need to monitor as well as prescribe their athletes’
recovery programmes.

Prevention is better than the cure
Careful planning of the training programme is a key factor in
preventing overtraining. External factorsmay have an adverse
influence on an athlete’s well-being, leading to under-
performance, but at least the coach should be aware of some
simple precepts that have been shown to work. Table 1, below,
offers a succinct summary of what not to do.
Monotony of training can be a real challenge for an athlete,

especially if he/she is in a full time squad or teamandhas to see
the same faces at the sameplace every day. In such situations, a
coach can maintain intensity and quality by ensuring a small
change in the routine every week. This could be a change in
environment – eg taking the teamonto a track or beach for runs
instead of a pitch; it could be a change of personnel – eg getting
one of the players or assistant coaches to take a session once a
week; or it could be a change of drills – basketball or five-a-side
soccer being good alternative conditioning games for rugby
players, for example. This sort of variation depends on advance
planning and should bemaintained evenduring a losing streak.
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Table 1: how to overtrain
1. No rest days
2. No regeneration week every 2-3 weeks
3. Monotonous training programmes
4. More than 3 hours’ training a day
5. More than 30% training load increase in a week
6. No alternation of hard/easy days (2,3)



If the training environment is a cause of stress, the athlete
needs to take a break from this environment. Coaches like to
talk about ‘team building’ and ‘team players’, which is great on
thepitch, but not everyplayerwants to spend24hours adaywith
his team mates. A good coach will recognise the individual
needs of players in terms of both training and recovery. Some
players need the team environment and don’t like to be left on
their own, but allowing some discretionary time in training
camps allows players some space to ‘do their own thing’ to suit
their own needs.
Abreak away froma coach, however inspiring, is also a good

thing since it allows athletes to recover emotionally andmentally
from the stress of training. However, the coach needs to have
confidence that his athletes are responsible andwill not engage
in silly activities like bungee jumping on the day before a
competition!
Acompletebreak fromsport is anecessityeveryyear, although

this is not always easy in sportswith long seasons, suchas football
and rugby,which imposehighphysical demandson their players
andoperatewithin competitive league structures,with theadded
problemsof cupmatches and representativematches.
This break can take the form of an annual vacation, but

should not involve an additional source of stress. Having two
weeks away from the sport to sit university exams, for example,
will not allow for effective recovery.And if your holiday includes
long-haul travel, with the additional complication of
overcoming jet lag, twoweeksmay not be enough.

Becoming self-aware
Anathlete experiences stress in physical,mental and emotional
forms, and different recovery strategies are needed to address
each of these areas. However, you must be sufficiently self-
aware to pinpoint the real source of stress(4).
For example, on returning homeafter a day at the office, you

may feel tired and lacking in the energy you need for your
planned training session. But the likelihood is that you are
emotionally andmentally rather thanphysically tired, so aquick
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mental and emotional break – egwalking the dog, playing with
the kids or doing some housework – before training is what
you need. Without this break, your mind may not be on the
job during training and your performance will suffer in
consequence. Conversely, a low intensity, low skill training
session is often seen as a great stress reliever for a lot of athletes
after a hard day at work.
Self-awareness is an attribute that allows you to recognise

howyouare feeling physically andmentally andhow that affects
your reactions to others.Are you getting iratewith other people
over apparently trivialmatters? Is your neck stiff?Do youhave
trouble concentrating on simple tasks? By identifying your
current relaxation status you candetermine and implement the
appropriate recovery strategy.

Cognitive recovery
Aperiod of adjustment is needed between the experience of a
stressful situation and the start of emotional ormental recovery.
Howmanyof us can simply ‘switch off’ after a hardday atwork?
Everyone has some sort of coping mechanism that allows
relaxation to occur, but unfortunately the popular coping
mechanism of sinking a couple of pints or glasses of winemay
not prove an aid to effective training!This periodof adjustment
has been described as ‘deactivation’, and it is necessary to
prevent the stressor from one situation (such as work, coach,
family) impacting on another situation (eg competition, family
dinner, school exams)(6).
Sleep, for example, is an aid to mental as well as physical

recovery.Butwithoutan interveningperiodofdeactivation, sleep
canbedisturbed, leading to furthermental andphysical fatigue.
How then can we deactivate? The first point tomake is that

it takes time and has to be an active, positive process(7). Simply
trying to switch your thoughts away from the stressor without
addressing itwill simply defer rather thanbanish those thoughts.
How do you react after a bad performance or training

session?Do you analysewhat went wrong andwhat you can do
next time to put things right? Or do you concentrate on the
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consequences of what went wrong and blame yourself for your
lack of ability? Guess whichmethod allows you to deactivate?
If you get caught in the negative loop of self-doubt and self-
blame, recovery cannot begin.
Deactivation is particularly important when you are at a

training campor in a situation that involves travellinghomewith
the rest of the team.Often therewill be a teammeal and a rush
from warm-down to shower to give people time to eat before
getting on the coach. The physical recovery is taken care of to a
certain extent, but an individual deactivation and cognitive
recovery strategy is still necessary (see table 2, above).
Having relaxing music or a relaxation script on hand (see

example below) can help to create a sense of personal space,
which allows for deactivation without isolating you from your
team mates. Using a script takes practice, however, and you
need to get used to relaxing on your own in a quiet familiar
environment, such as your bedroom, before you try to do it in
more stimulating and stressful situations.

Physical recovery
Physical recovery should start as soon as the session ends, with
warm-down, refuelling and showering takingpriority. Theother
methods in the toolbox, listed in table 3, can be used as desired
before the start of the next training session. Note, though, that
while sleep is listed as a physical recovery strategy, it is not
strictly necessary for physical recovery. The absence of
movement is sufficient to allow thebody toheal physically; sleep
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Table 2: the cognitive recovery process
1. Deactivate – list what went wrong, and why, as well as what
went right

2. Plan how to change the things that went wrong
3. Review all the things that went right and throw away the list of
things that went wrong

4. Start another activity of your choice – eg social activity, low
level physical activity, reading, listening to music, movies etc,
relaxation tape or script

5. Sleep



ismore essential formental and emotional recovery.Anathlete
who is tired from lack of sleep can still train physically; it is just
that themotivation to train is reduced by sleep loss!

Emotional recovery
Some stressful situations are primarily emotional, but the

inability to cope with these stressors can lead to a greater
perception of stress and a consequent reduction in physical
health and performance(8). The stressors that affect athletes in
this way can arise either outside the sporting environment –
eg relationship problems – or within it – eg selection issues.
Wrisberg and Johnson have defined these respectively as
primary and secondary social functioning(9). If social functioning
is going well, an athlete is better equipped to deal with the
physical andmental stress of sporting life. If it isn’t, the ability
to cope with stress is inhibited, leading to inadequate recovery
and consequent performance decline.
Let’s consider the hypothetical example of two university

football players who go home for a much-needed Christmas
break after playing twice aweek for the last 13weeks.Bothhave
to prepare for exams in January, which they have to pass to stay
on at university.
The first player is looking forward to the break because

he enjoys Christmas with his family and catching up with
old friends. He enjoys his time at home and is able to study for
his exams.
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Table 3: physical recovery strategies

� Light aerobic activity – less than 50% of V02max
� Stretching
� Massage
� Contrast showers – alternating 30 secs hot with 30 secs cold
for 4 minutes

� Sleeping or lying down still
� Cold/ice baths – up to 5 mins
� Food
� Hydration
� Whirlpool baths



The secondplayer dreadsChristmas because his parents are
divorced andhe has to try to balance timewith both of them, as
well as working to pay off some debt. He ends up driving for
most of Christmas Eve and Boxing Day and is too tired after
work to revise.When soccer training resumes in January, the
first player is refreshed and looking forward to training, the
second player is tired and can’t concentrate during training
because of examworries.
The primary social functioning, involving close family

members and friends, is a support system. This support can be
expressed in emotional, financial or practical terms.
Think of a young tennis playerwho is trying tomake herway

up the junior county rankings. She has to play lots ofmatches to
gain points andwill win some and lose some.Her parents have
to provide emotional supportwhen she loses amatch, financial
support by paying for the entry fees, equipment and coaching,
and practical support by making sandwiches, driving to the
venue, washing kit etc.
At the opposite end of the spectrum, at a very high level of

sport, some athletes have an entourage to help with practical
matters (eg the touring party of theBritish and IrishLions) and
mayalso bepaid.Nevertheless, theywill still need the emotional
support.
Secondary social functioning is about the athlete’s ability to

dealwith teammates, coaches and themedia. This comes down
to individual preferences, with some athletes liking a social
atmosphere and others needing some personal time. If an
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Table 4: emotional recovery strategies

� Spend quality time with close friends and family
� Make sure you have a support network in place to provide
financial, emotional and practical help

� Spend time away from the sporting environment – eg pursuing
another hobby

� Spend some time with team mates outside the sporting
environment

� Spend some time on your own for reflection



athlete experiences conflict in this area, his ability to recoverwill
again be hampered.
The demands on an athlete’s time are huge at most levels.

These demands are both internal (striving for perfection, the
desire to succeed) andexternal (eg exams, expectations of coach
and team mates). To allow for balance and full emotional
recovery, timemust be spent on enjoyable activities outside the
sporting arena. This needn’t – andprobably shouldn’t – involve
staying out all night drinking with your non-athlete friends.
Instead, activities like going out to dinner, watching a movie,
going for a walk or listening tomusic will all allow you to relax
and recover emotionallywithout having a detrimental effect on
your health and performance.

In summary...
This articlehas identified somerecovery strategies thatmayhelp
athletes deal with physical, emotional and mental stress. The
important thing to remember is that, aswithphysical training, an
effective recovery strategymust be customised to an individual.
Whilecertainrequirementsarecommontoall athletesandcanbe
offered inateamsituation–eg food,waterandphysical rest–most
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Sample relaxation script
Let your mind wander to the scene of a beautiful country garden.
Look how it is laid out – the lawns, the trees and the flowers. It is
a summer’s day, just after a light rain shower. Smell the fresh air,
feel the damp and moist atmosphere on your skin. Can you smell
the flowers, imagine the scent of lavender, or honeysuckle? The
grass has just been cut – can you smell it? Now walk down the
path into the shade of the trees, look at the texture of their bark
and feel how cool it is. Now walk back into the sunlight, feel its
warmth on your face, see the butterflies on the shrubs and hear
the distant sound of a lawnmower…

Similar scripts can be found in most self-help sport psychology
books, but it is best to write your own script based on a very
relaxing environment that you have experienced personally. You
can then record this onto a tape or CD and listen to it when
travelling.



recoveryactivitiesareamatterofpersonalpreferenceanddepend
on individual circumstances, includinghomeandwork life.
Athletes should be aware of what works best for them, and

also of their current recovery status – ie whether they need a
complete break or just a bit of time to do something enjoyable.
Coaches, for their part, should give themembers of their teams
some discretionary time every day to allow for individual
recovery needs to be expressed.
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Jargonbuster

Recovery
A well-planned activity that matches the situational needs of an
athlete in rest and results in regaining an optimal performance
state (5)

Cognitive
Relating to intellectual faculties of knowing, thinking or perceiving.
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All work and no recoverymakes for an injury-prone andweakened
athlete. Read top conditioning coachNick Grantham’s rules for
recovery and reap the benefits

Talent alone is no longer enough to guarantee victory in the
sporting arena. Athletes striving for high level success must
push their bodies andminds to the limit(1). If you cannot adapt
to and copewith the physical andmental demands of training,
you will quickly become exhausted. So how can we reach the
limits of human performance without tipping over the edge?
The key lies in one of the simplest yet most neglected training
principles: recovery. In thewords of onewho should know, the
seven-times Tour de France champion Lance Armstrong:
‘Recovery… that’s the name of the game…Whoever recovers
the fastest does the best.’
There is very little rigorous scientific research to help us

decide which recovery strategies work –we still rely heavily on
the accumulated experience of athletes and coaches. Even so,
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INJURYPREVENTION

At a Glance

� The relationship between recovery and injury risk is explained;
� The concept of a heirarchy of recovery priorities is introduced;
� Strategies for optimising recovery at all levels, both physically and
psychologically, are given.



it is possible to set some ground rules and parameters that will
enable athletes to tread the fine line between maximising
performance and sustaining injury.

Progressive overload
Athletes love to train. But in order for the body to adapt itmust
have a period of recovery. This is not a new concept; it is a
cornerstoneof everything coaches and athletes should be trying
to achieve. Tounderstand the significanceof recovery, youneed
tounderstandthefundamentalprinciplesofprogressiveoverload.
Figure 1 illustrates the principle of progressive overload.

If we introduce a recovery method at the point of fatigue we
can expect to reduce the length of time it will take to recover
from training
(thebroken line
represents the
gain in recovery
time and the
midgreyshaded
area represents
the increased
window of
opportunity to
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Principles of progressive overload
� Training is designed progressively to overload body systems and
fuel stores;

� If the training stress is insufficient to overload the body’s
capabilities, no adaptations will occur;

� If the workload is too great (progressed too quickly, performed too
often without adequate rest), then fatigue follows and subsequent
performance will be reduced;

� Work alone is not enough to produce the best results; you need
time to adapt to training stress;

� To encourage adaptation to training, it is important to plan recovery
activities that reduce residual fatigue;

� The sooner you recover from fatigue, and the fresher you are
when you undertake a training session, the better the chance of
improving.

Time

Fatigue

Work

Recovery

Figure 1: Progressive overload



move on to the next training effort). So you can move ahead
with your programmemore rapidly.
One of cycling’s best coaches, Peter Keen, explains it thus:

‘Nature has given the human body a wonderful engine
management system. It actually responds to stress by adapting
to cope with it better… the bottom line is the body does not
get fitter through exercise; it gets fitter through recovering
from exercise.’
Before we can introduce a recovery strategy we need to

know which type of fatigue we are dealing with. The type of
training effort will determine which of a number of forms of
fatigue an athlete will experience(1). Table 1 below summarises
the main forms.
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Type of fatigue Occurs as a result of…

Metabolic � high volume training
(energy stores) � repeated workloads

� aerobic/anaerobic conditioning
� multiple training sessions throughout day

Tissue � plyometrics
damage � eccentric loading

� contact sports

Neurological � high intensity work
(peripheral � resistance training (strength and power development)
nervous system) � speed work

� skill sessions and introduction of new training techniques

Psychological � training monotony
(central nervous � lifestyle issues
system and � heavy game/competition/training period
emotional � pressure plays (training simulating match conditions)
fatigue) � new training techniques

Environmental � hot and cold environments
� travel (local, national, international)
� time differences
� competitions

Table 1: Types of fatigue and how they occur



Recovery strategies
It’s easy to get carried away with all the new ‘toys’ such as
compression clothing, ice baths etc, and forget about the basics
such as sleep and nutrition. Figure 2 (below) presents an
overview of some of the recovery strategies that are available
and suggests the order in which coaches and athletes should
consider them. This list is not exhaustive.
Strategies at Levels 3 and 4 should not form part of the

equation until and unless you already have an established
regime atLevels 1 and 2. Put simply, if you are not looking after
the basics (sleep, nutrition and training), you are not going to
get any additional benefit frommore gimmicky recovery tools
such as compression skins or contrast bathing.

Level 1 strategies
Sleep/rest (passive and active)
Sleep is one of the most important forms of rest and provides
time for the athlete to adapt to thephysical andmental demands
of training.Other formsof passive rest include reading, listening
to music and flotation (see Level 4 activities). Active rest
activities includewalking, cross-training and stretching(2).
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Periodisation (training changes), reactive
programming, cooldown, stretching

Psychological/environmental (flotation
tanks etc), omega wave, integrated
approach with individual focus

Recovery pool work, compression skins,
ice baths, massage, contrast bathing

© Grantham and Jarvis

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Rest (passive and active), sleep, nutrition
(refuelling and rehydration)

Figure 2: The recovery pyramid



Nutrition (refuelling and rehydration)
Themost important components for nutritional recovery are
fluid and fuel replacement.You should avoid drinks containing
caffeineanddrinkenough fluid (water, cordials or sports drinks)
before, during and after training to replace sweat loss. There is
a relativelu brief window of opportunity for optimal refuelling
followinga training session.The ideal recoverynutrition strategy
(non-sport-specific) is ameal or liquid supplement containing
high glycaemic index carbohydrates and quality proteins in
approximately a4:1 ratio that includes 10-20%of your total daily
caloric intake of these twomacronutrients(3).

Level 2 strategies
Periodisation
Periodisation is the cycling of the various training elements
(strength, speed, endurance, flexibility etc) and variables
(intensity, frequency, volume, load) over a period of time in
order to ensure you peak for a particular competition or event.
Awell plannedprogrammewill incorporate not just periodised
training but appropriate recovery planning(2).

Reactive programming
Once youhave a periodised training plan, accept that therewill
be timeswhen youneed todeviate from it –usually because your
need to recover will turn out to be different from what was
anticipated. It is crucial that both coach and athlete can react
flexibly and appropriately to situations that arise during the
training programme. If you are tired, there is little point in
training for the sake of sticking to the schedule.

Cooldown and stretch
The cooldown is a group of exercises performed immediately
after training to provide a period of adjustment between
exercise and rest. Its purpose is to improvemuscular relaxation,
removewaste products, reducemuscular soreness andbring the
cardiovascular systemback to rest. Stretching is often combined
with the cooldown. It is common for athletes to lack sufficient
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flexibility to perform their sport’smovementswith the greatest
efficiency, so this period immediately after themain workout,
inwhich the body temperature is still elevated, provides a good
opportunity to improve your range of movement and reduce
your risk of injuries(1).

Level 3 strategies
Recovery pool work
Angela Calder(1) recommends completing a 20-minute pool-
based recovery session the day after a heavy training session or
competition. Water is an excellent environment in which to
conduct a recovery session, providing buoyancy and resistance
properties that allow you to train with minimal impact on
the body.
Guidelines(2)

Water temperature 20° to 28°C
Duration 10 to 20mins
Intensity Light tomoderate
Content Walking (forward/backward), side steps,

basic swimming strokes andaqua jogging,
stretching (static and dynamic).

Compression skins
Heavy training can causemuscle damage resulting in soreness,
swelling, pain and impaired athletic performance(4). Recent
scientific research has indicated that compression clothing can
be an effective treatment that minimises swelling, improves
the alignment and mobility of scar tissue and improves
proprioception (sense of body position in space) in an injured
joint after eccentric damage anddelayedonsetmuscle soreness
(DOMS)(4).

Ice baths/contrast bathing (hydrotherapies)
Contrast bathing: Alternating hot and cold showers/baths
provides an increase in blood flow(2) to theworkingmuscles and
speeds the removal of lactic acid(1). Contrast bathing also
stimulates the nervous system and helps to increase arousal,
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because the brain has to receive and recognise two different
types of information (hot and cold).
Guidelines(1,2)

Complete within 30minutes of training/competition
Begin and endwith cold
Repeat the alternations 3 to 4 times
Temperature, cold 10° to 16°C
Temperature, hot 35° to 37°C
Shower, cold 30 to 60 secs
Shower, hot 1 to 2mins
Bath/spa, cold 30 to 60 secs
Bath/spa, hot 3 to 4mins

Cold baths (cryotherapy):Cold baths have primarily beenused
for their pain-relieving properties(2). But more recently the
thinking is thatwhen youplunge your body into a bath full of icy
cold water, the blood vessels constrict and the blood will be
drained away from the muscles that have been working
(removing lactic acid). Once you get out of the bath the
capillaries dilate and ‘new’ blood flows back to the muscles,
bringingwith it oxygen thatwill help the functioning of the cells.
Research by SamErith at LoughboroughUniversity, UK, has
shown that treatment with cryotherapy improves muscle
function, reduces muscle damage and decreases soreness
associated withDOMS.
Guidelines(5,6)

Keep body parts moving to prevent a ‘barrier’ of warm water
forming around the limbs.
Cold temperature 5° to 15°C
Duration 7 to 10 minutes to cool the muscles

(shorter for short-term pain relief).

Massage
While research results vary wildly, the reported physiological
benefits include:
� increased blood flow, enhanced oxygen and nutrient
delivery to fatiguedmuscles, increased removal of lactic acid;
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� warming and stretching of soft tissues, increasing flexibility,
removal ofmicrotrauma, knots and adhesions.

Reported psychological benefits include:
� Improvedmood state;
� Increased relaxation and feeling less fatigued.

Massage also improves your body awareness of whichmuscles
have been stressed(1). Calder advises athletes to spend 10
minutes at the end of a training day performing some self-
massage (particularly legs and shoulders)(1,2,7).

Level 4 strategies
Flotation tanks
These provide an environment with minimal stimulation
(reproducingweightlessness and eliminating sound and sight).
Reducing the level of stimulation to the brain allows us to focus
more effectively on relaxing and becoming emotionally calm(1).

Omegawave
Analyses electrical activity in the heart and slow brainwaves to
provide an ‘inside look’ at how your body is functioning.You sit
or lie down comfortably. Electrodes are placedon the body and
the systemcollects data on electrical activity in the heart andon
brain-wave activity, particularly very slow ‘omega’ waves. It
analyses this and produces a report for the coach or athlete.
The system looks at:

� Heart regulation. Is the heart ready to support high
intensity loads, low intensity loads, or is it over-stressed,
sluggish, ormaladapting to previous training?

� Which energy systems (aerobic, anaerobic) need
development, which are ready for work andwhich are in
need of further recovery?

� The functional systems that strive for homeostasis (central
nervous system, gas exchange and cardiopulmonary system,
detoxification and hormonal systems).
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Manufacturers claim that, armedwith the relevant information,
youcanworkoutwhether youhave recovered fromtheprevious
day’s competition or training, which energy systems needwork,
whichenergy systemsare ready tobeworked,and theappropriate
heart rates – for that particular day – betweenwhich you should
beworking your various energy systems.
It’s not an exact science, but Table 2will give you a head start

onwhich recovery strategymay be themost appropriate for any
given type of fatigue. Remember: get the basics established
before you try to get too clever.
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Type of fatigue Recovery strategy

Metabolic � Sleep, rest (passive and active)
(energy stores) � Nutrition

� Hydrotherapies (contrast bathing)
� Massage
� Recovery pool work
� Compression clothing
� Omega wave

Tissue damage � Sleep, rest (passive and active)
� Nutrition
� Hydrotherapies (cold baths)
� Massage
� Compression clothing
� Recovery pool work

Neurological � Sleep, rest (passive and active)
(peripheral � Hydrotherapies (cold baths)
nervous system) � Massage

Psychological � Sleep, rest (passive and active)
(CNS and � Flotation tanks
emotional fatigue) � Omega wave

Environmental � Sleep, rest (passive and active)
� Hydrotherapies (contrast bathing, cold baths)
� Recovery pool work

Table 2: Matching recovery strategies to type of fatigue



Conclusion
Recovery cannot be a one-size-fits-all approach. It is a process
that should form the cornerstone of a structured training
programme, so that athletes can attain maximal physiological
adaptationswhile reducing the riskof residual fatigue thatmight
result in illness or injury(8).
Coaches and athletes are well advised to think about the

fundamental principles relating to training and recovery in
order tomake an informeddecision onwhich recoverymethod
is themost suitable.
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Heart ratemonitors provide important feedback about the intensity
of exercise, but can’tmeasure the cumulative fatigue of workouts or
the subsequent training effects. However, new innovations using
heart rate variability data mean that’s about to change. Eddie
Fletcher explains

Inpractice, it’s difficult to assess accurately the effect of training
on thebody.Howdoyou fix your training load?Howwell is your
body adapting to the training? Is there any accumulated fatigue
and howmuch rest do you need for recovery?Other questions
that you need to ask are – how do I know I am getting the right
training effect?Have I improved?AmIover- orundertraining?
At rest your body system is in balance. To achieve a training

effect, you need to disturb this balance by putting the body
under an adaptive stress to which it can react. This stress is
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Heart rate variability –
what is it and how can it be
used to enhance recovery
and performance?

PHYSIOLOGY

At a Glance

� An explanation is given of beat-to-beat heart rate variability
(HRV) andhow it is linked to fatigue;

� The concept of excess post-exercise oxygen consumption
(EPOC), andhow it can be used to monitor cardiovascular
recovery, is discussed;

� Examples of HRV and EPOC data collected from athletes, and
how thesedata can be interpreted to enhance training and
recovery, are given.



known as training and your body’s reaction to training is called
a training effect.
Traditionally, training zones havebeenestablished from fixed

formulae. You may be familiar with some of them: using
percentage of maximum heart rate or heart rate reserve,
percentage of estimatedmaximumoxygenuptake (VO2max) or
estimatedVO2max reserve, lactate thresholds or a combination
of these variables.Heart rate during training gives information
on themomentary intensity of exercise but does not take into
account the cumulative effect of exercise duration.
Recent research has focused on the use of heart rate

variability (HRV) to assess training load, training adaptation
and cumulated fatigue(1) and there are now some commercially
available products to assist the serious trainer in usingHRV to
improve athletic performance.
Polar’s OwnIndex fitness test monitors resting heart rate

(RHR)plusHRVtoprovidean indicationofoxygenuptake.The
use ofHRVmeasurement by Polar has been further developed
with the introduction of theOwnOptimizer feature. This is an
overtraining test,whichevaluates individual heart rate response
to exercise using HRV and enables the user to optimise their
training loads and recovery times. Suunto has products that use
HRV to assess training load and accumulated fatigue (for a
scientifically balanced view ofHRV the reader is referred to an
excellent reviewpaper ‘HeartRateVariability inAthletes’(2)).
Whilst innumerable studies have beenpublished concerning

training in general, relatively few studies are available onHRV
and its application to athletes. Most studies involve small
numbers of participants, which diminishes the power of the
statistics, although since the review paper, significant progress
has beenmade in the practical use of HRV tomonitor fatigue
accumulation during exercise.

What is heart rate variability?
Measurement of the beat-to-beat interval of the heart clearly
shows that heart rate is not constant but alters frombeat to beat.
This is known as heart rate variability (HRV).At rest this beat-
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to-beat interval fluctuates with the breathing cycle – it speeds
up during inhalation and slows down during exhalation.
This variation is due to the attenuation of the para-

sympathetic activity to the heart during inhalation. Heart rate
is regulated predominately by the autonomic nervous system
(ANS). TheANS describes the nerves that are concerned with
regulationof bodily functions and these nerves functionwithout
consciousness or volition; the autonomic nerves comprise
sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves – sympathetic nerves
excite the heart, increasing heart rate, and parasympathetic
nerves reduce heart rate.
During exercise, heart rate is regulated by increased

sympathetic activity and reduced parasympathetic activity,
causing the heart rate to rise. The relative roles of the two
activities dependon the exercise intensity.A1989 studywas the
first to test this hypothesis, with the data supporting a
progressive withdrawal of parasympathetic activity during
exercise(3). Anumber of subsequent studies have concluded that
HRV is a valid technique for non-invasive measurement of
parasympathetic activity during exercise.
Measurement ofHRV involves analysis of theR-R (beat-to-

beat) intervals, with the simplest approach calculating themean
R-R interval. By accuratelymeasuring the time interval between
heartbeats, the detected variation can be used tomeasure the
psychological and physiological stress and fatigue on the body
during training. Generally speaking, the more relaxed and
unloaded (free from fatigue) the body is, themore variable the
time between heartbeats.
HRV is measured in milliseconds. During exercise HRV is

reduced as heart rate rises.When the body is under a training
load, HRV becomes more uniform. This data can be used to
calculate information about the body during exercise to a high
degree of accuracy.
HRV data can indicate the impact of fatigue due to prior

exercise sessions, hydration levels, stress and even thedegree of
performance anxiety, nervousness or other external stressful
influences. Studies have shown that it varies within individuals
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according to size of left ventricle (inherited trait), fitness level,
exercisemode (enduranceor static training) and skill (economy
of exercise)(2). Body position, temperature, humidity, altitude,
state of mood, hormonal status, drugs and stimulants all have
an effect on heart rate andHRV(2), as do gender and age. The
general conclusion is that all of theHRVparameters are higher
in men but that this gender difference is confined to men and
women below 40-50. There’s also an age-related decrease in
HRV, although for elderly athletes with a lifelong training
history, this decline is reduced.

How canHRVbe used to enhance athletic
performance?
Well-timed rest is one of the most important factors of any
training programme. The effect of training sessions can be
negligible or even detrimental if insufficient rest and recovery is
built in. HRV measurements demonstrate a significant and
progressivedecrease inparasympatheticactivityduring long-term
heavy training,which is followedbyanequally significant increase
during rest. Sympathetic activity shows the opposite trend(4).
This cardiac autonomic imbalance suggests that HRV is a

useful parameter to detect overtraining (a state of overstress
caused by an imbalance between training/competition and
recovery) and under-recovery in athletes. Immediately after
training, performance potential temporarily decreases, but it
begins to rise during recovery. After a certain amount of time,
performance rises above thepre-training level because thebody
is preparing to handle the next training load better than before.
If the body does not receive the next training load within a

certain period of time any performance gain begins to slowly
decrease. However, if the next high-intensity session is held
before the body has recovered from the previous one,
performancewill remain lower than itwouldhavebeenafter full
recovery. Continuous hard training with insufficient recovery
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‘You can only train as hard as you can rest’ Tom Kay three-times
World Rowing Champion



will slowly lead to lower performance and a long-term state of
overtraining.Whenovertrained, even a longperiodof recovery
may not be enough to return performance to the original level.
Thebodyneeds time for recovery after a single high-intensity

session, or a hard training period of several days, or even after
a low-intensity but long training session. Without rest,
adaptation to the training loadwill not occur. In theworst case,
training will lead to exhaustion and overtraining or under-
recovery.Additional non-training stress factors andmonotony
of trainingmay also contribute to overtraining syndrome.

EPOC
Until recently there were no useful methods of monitoring
fatigue accumulation during training. Scientists have now
demonstrated that excess post-exercise oxygen consumption
(EPOC) can be predicted from HRV data recorded during
exercise. Consequently, EPOC predictionmay serve as a tool
formonitoring fatigue accumulation during exercise(6).
EPOC, simply defined, is the amount of oxygen your body

needs to recover after a training session and is measured in
millilitresofoxygenperkilogramofbodyweight (ml/kg).EPOC
calculated fromHRVdata is thereforeameasureofphysiological
training load and the accumulated cardiovascular fatigue.
EPOC ismost useful todescribe the stress caused to thebody,

especially to the respiratory and cardiovascular system, from
endurance activities such as running, cycling, swimming and
rowing. During exercise the body consumesmore oxygen than
at rest. The higher the intensity of training, the greater the
fatigue and the more oxygen is consumed during and
immediately after the training session. Simply put, a higher
EPOCvaluemeans that the body ismore physiologically tired.
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An important reality that all athletes and coaches should
recognise is that incomplete recovery times will produce
significant fatigue. In short, there is a cardiovascular (sympathetic
and parasympathetic) form of fatigue that HRV can detect (5).



EPOCaccumulates faster as training intensity increases but
not necessarily when duration is increased, so low-intensity
trainingmaynot result inahighEPOCvalue, even if theduration
of the training is exceptionally long.Withhigh-intensity training,
highEPOCvalues canbe reachedeven ina short periodof time.
WithoutEPOCas ameasure, thewrong conclusionsmay be

drawn from a training session. You may believe that no
improvement has occurred or performance has gone
backwards, when in reality the difference is fatigue, and actual
performance has improved.
At this point it is reasonable to ask the following question: if

you canuse heart rate as ameasure of exercise intensity, why do
you needHRV?The simple answer is that during two separate
training sessions of equal status onemay be harder on the body
than the other, even when the heart rate is the same for both
sessions. Thedifference is accumulated fatigue,whichHRVcan
detect and convert into anEPOC value.
The body may appear to recover rapidly from a training

session (short-term fatigue) but carry accumulated (long-term)
fatigue from training session to training session. This long-term
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There is also evidence to suggest that, when recorded overnight,
HRV seems to be a better tool than resting heart rate to assess
accumulated fatigue and that HRV may be a valuable tool for
optimising individual training profiles(4)

Figure 1: The effect of training duration and
intensity (%VO2max) on EPOC accumulation
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fatigue builds up over time and is one reason why periodised
training programmes, which build in easier recoveryweeks, are
needed. So when comparing sessions using HRV and EPOC,
the amount of accumulated fatigue affecting each session can
be seen by the difference inEPOCvalue (see figure 1, opposite).

Is there a tool to help athletes to useHRVand
EPOC to optimise their training and recovery?
Suunto has developed a heart ratemonitor (Suunto t6), which
uses an athlete’s unique physiological fingerprint to measure
training effect. It looks like a conventional heart rate monitor
and usesHRVandEPOC tomonitor the amount of stress that
the body is experiencing to measure the cumulative fatigue
(training effect) of each training session.
Basedonaccuratemeasurement of the time interval between

heartbeats and the detected variation, the t6 software (run on a
PC) calculates information about the performance of the body
during training and displays the data in a user-friendly format
for analysis. As the data is updated, the Suunto t6 becomes an
increasingly precise tool formeasuring training performance.

HRVandEPOC in action
HRV and EPOC work well with continuous (rather than
interval) type training. At low intensity exercise (40-70% of
VO2max) there is a significant correlation between EPOC and
blood lactate concentration.Atmaximal exercise the correlation
is low, signifying that other factors suchasbody temperature and
hormonal changesmay influence EPOC, fatigue accumulation
and recovery during high-intensity exercise(6).
In figure 2, overleaf, a graph of EPOC data collected for

a British record rowingmarathon on the Concept 2 ergometer
is shown:
� The top trace is heart rate, which was kept below 90%of
maximumwith an even rowing pace;

� Themiddle trace is theEPOC (note that despite a level
heart rate the graph continued to increase as fatigue
accumulated);
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� The bottom trace is theHRV, theR-R intervals (note the
slow narrowing of the time interval between beats).

In this particularmodel there are five levels ofEPOC.Recovery
from each level is as follows:
� Levels 1 and 2 – 3 hours to 1 day
� Level 3 – 1-2 days
� Level 4 – 1-4 days
� Level 5 – 2-7 days

The exact amount of recovery required would depend on how
long the training remained in a particular EPOC level. With
thismarathon the rowerwas into level 5EPOCafter 45minutes
and spent just under twohours at that level – recovery from this
extended bout of exercise can be measured in weeks rather
than days.
Figure 3 is an overlay graphof a rower doing an 18,000m row

(split into 3 x 6,000m)on four separate occasions; two inweek 1
of a periodised programme and two in week 4. Note the tight
correlationofheart rate,EPOCandR-R interval, indicating that
this athlete recoveredwell between sessions and that the training
programmehad the right balance of exercise intensity and rest.
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Figure 2: A graph of EPOC data collected
during British record rowing marathon



Now let’s look at figure 4 – an example of the same session
(different athlete) giving different EPOC values each session
and therefore requiring varying recovery periods. Here the
periodisationwasn’t right and the athletewas under-recovering
and accumulating fatigue.

Summary
The way in which the cardiovascular system responds to the
stress of exercise continues to intrigue physiologists. Although
some understanding of HRV and its application to athletes is
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Figure 3: EPOC data acquired during 18,000m
row (3 x 6,000m) on four separate occasions

Figure 4: An example of different EPOC values,
each session requiring varying recovery periods



becoming clearer, it is still almost an unexplored domain. The
significant change is that there is now a commercial product
available that athletes can begin to use to monitor this
‘cardiovascular fatigue’ to ensure that their trainingprogrammes
include the rightmix of duration, frequency, intensity, rest and
recovery. HRV and EPOC can be used to monitor individual
sessions, allowing the athlete and coach to react immediately to
the output data by either amending subsequent training to deal
with accumulated fatigue or ensuring that the athlete has
sufficient rest tomake an adequate recovery.
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Following on fromhis previous article,EddieFletcher expands the
debate by looking at the use of heart rate variability to analyse and
assess whether athletes are achieving adequate rest and recovery to
avoid injury, illness or risk of over training so that endurance
performance is optimised

Why is it important to recover?
Overtraining is an imbalance between training/competition
and recovery. Additional non-training stress factors and
monotony of training may also contribute to overtraining
syndrome. While short-term overtraining can be seen as a
normal part of athletic training (HRV does not seem to be
affected(1)) long-termovertraining can lead to a state described
as burnout or overtraining syndrome(2).
Well-timed rest is one of themost important factors of any

training programme. The effects of training sessions can be
negligible or even detrimental if insufficient rest and recovery
is built in. HRVmeasurements demonstrate a significant and
progressivedecrease inparasympatheticactivityduring long-term
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Don’t stress! – usingHRV
data to optimise rest and
recovery

PHYSIOLOGY

At a Glance

� The physiological and physical effects of fatigue and evidence
for rest and recovery are presented and explained;

� The use of daily stress and recovery analysis to enhance
endurance performance is outlined and examples given.



heavy training,which is followedbyanequally significant increase
during rest. Sympathetic activity shows the opposite trend.
This cardiac autonomic imbalance suggests that HRV is a

useful parameter to detect overtraining and under recovery in
athletes.During training,performance temporarilydecreasesbut
begins to rise during recovery. After a certain amount of time,
performance rises above thepre-training level because thebody
is preparing to handle the next training loadbetter thanbefore.
If the body does not receive the next training load within a

certain period of time any performance gain begins to slowly
decrease. However, if the next high-intensity session is held
before the body has recovered from the previous one
performance will remain lower than it would have been after
full recovery. Continuous hard training with insufficient
recoverywill slowly lead to lower performance and a long-term
state of overtraining.When overtrained, even a long period of
recovery may not be enough to return performance to the
original level.
Thebodyneeds time for recovery after a single high-intensity

session, or a hard training period of several days, or even after
a low-intensity but long training session.Without rest, adaptation
to the training loadwill not occur.
The ‘overload’ principle is an important aspect of training

and can be quantified by training load, duration, frequency and
rest. However, application of excessive training stress or too
many training sessions can result in exhaustion of the body’s
physiological system.Numerous studies havedemonstrated that
overtraining from long-term stress or exhaustion is caused by a
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Cardiovascular fatigue

� Physical training with incomplete recovery can produce significant
fatigue. Studies of cardiovascular responses show that there is a
sympathetic and a parasympathetic form of fatigue;

� In short there is a cardiovascular formof fatiguewhichHRV can detect;
� There is also evidence to suggest that when recorded overnight, HRV
seems to be a better tool than resting heart rate to assess accumulated
fatigue and that HRVmay be a valuable tool for optimising individual
training plans.



prolonged imbalance between training and other internal and
external stressors and recovery.

HowdoesHRV stress/recovery analysis work?
TheANS reacts quickly to changing conditions.Many changes
in physiological functions and especially in the autonomic
nervous system function are reflected in our heart. Heartbeat
measurement and analysis of heart rate reactions andHRVcan
provide significant information on body processes.
Beat-by-beat heart rate data contains much more

information than just actual heart rate. Different types of
reactions and changes in the heart rate contain embedded
physiological information. By analysing HRV it is possible to
verify that athletes are able to recover during the working day,
between training sessions andespecially during thenight. In this
context, stress can be defined as a physiological state of a
heightened level of ANS function that is not caused by
immediate physical demands.Accordingly, theHRVmethod is
not able to specifically identify individual stressors but rather
indicates the cumulative effect of different sources of ANS
stress (eg lack of sleep, poor recovery from physical training,
medication etc).
Someheart ratemonitors (egmodels fromPolar andSuunto)

useHRVmeasurement as a feature to assess training load and
overtraining based on individual heart rate response enabling
the user to optimise their training load and recovery time (for a
scientifically balanced viewofHRV the reader is referred to an
excellent review paper ‘Heart RateVariability inAthletes’).

What are the benefits ofmeasuring recovery?
There are a number of benefits of measuring how much
recovery has taken place. These include:
� Detecting early signs of overtraining or illness;
� Optimising training load by finding the balance between
training load and recovery;

� Providing evidence-based support for critical coaching
decisions;
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� Recording individual baseline values eg during off-season
when the body is fully recovered;

� Checking the recovery status during hard training periods;
� Checking recovery status when subjective feelings and
fitness levels indicates poor recovery;

� Making sure that the body is recovered sufficiently before a
new hard training period.

Using software such as that from Firstbeat Technologies, a
recovery test is usually done as an overnight measurement so
that the effect of external stressors can beminimised. It is also
advisable to do some daily stress measurements to look at
overall lifestyle stress. The selected time interval should also be
standardised so that the results of differentmeasurements can
be compared individually. The first sleeping hours are often the
most sensitive for recovery analysis (eg if you go to bed at 10-
11pm, analyse frommidnight to 4.00am).

Stress and recovery index – some examples
Stress and recovery in the Firstbeat Technologies software are
represented on a scale from -100 to +100 (see figure 1). The
stress and recovery index is the balance between stress and
recovery. In the following diagrams ‘dark’ represents stress
reactions whereas ‘light’ represents recovery reactions.
The intensities of the stress and recovery reactions are

influenced by heart rate, heart rate variability and respiration
rate, and can be considered as sensitive markers for detecting
under-recovery and overtraining in sports.
Figure 3 shows when stress is present only during the first
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Figure 1: Stress/recovery index showing relative
recovery (+20)
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Figure 2: Interpretation of stress and recovery
during the night (1)
No stress reactions detected during the night; athlete is well recovered

Figure 3: Interpretation of stress and recovery
during the night (2)
Stress only present during first sleeping hours, after which good recovery

Figure 4: Interpretation of stress and recovery
during the night (3)
Stress is present during whole night; an increased risk of overtraining
– more rest needed

Figure 5: Shopping during the day – poor recovery



sleeping hours before the recovery reactions start to occur
(therefore no risk for overtraining). Figure 4 shows stress
reactionspresentduring thewhole night, indicatingan increased
risk of overtraining and thatmore rest is needed.

What are the benefits ofmeasuring daily stress?
Aswith recovery, there are several benefits of measuring daily
stress. In particular, daily stressmonitoring canhelp athletes to:
� Maximise recovery between training sessions;
� Learn how different daily routines enable and limit
recovery;

� Observe the effects of training at high altitude;
� Assess how travelling and jetlag affects recovery after
competition/training;

� Repeat the daily stress recordings and observe how changes
in daily routines affect stress and recovery;

� Check for social and psychological stressors that influence
recovery andmanipulate daily routines for arrangements to
minimise stress during the day.

Practical applications of daily stress
measurement
Figures 5 and 6 show the balance between stress and recovery
during the daytime period after amorningworkout and before
an evening workout. Figure 5 shows that shopping did not
enhance recovery between two training sessions because stress
reactionswere detected during thewhole time period between
training sessions! However, taking a nap and relaxing at home
enhanced the recovery reactions, preparing the body for the
next workout (figure 6).

Working routines and daily stress index
Having carried out a large number of these tests, it is very clear
that the largest influence on daily stress and recovery arework,
family and emotional stressors with some individuals rarely
recovering from normal daily activities. For example, figure 7
shows the full working day stress index for James, a busy
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professional, while figure 8 is the overnight log of the recovery
stress index showing very little recovery.
Nowcompare thiswith figure9,which showsJames’ overnight

recovery log after a week away fromwork, but having climbed
Mount Kilimanjaro just three days previously! His recovery
stress index scored+100, whichmeant hewas fully recovered.
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Figure 6: Napping and reading during the day –
good recovery

Figure 7: Full working day stress index for James

Figure 8: Overnight log of the recovery for
James stress index showing poor recovery

Figure 9: Overnight recovery log after a week
away from work – 100% recovery



Conclusion
HRV is a relatively simple, but effective, tool for regular
checks of progress during endurance training programmes.
Overtraining or under recovery are real issues that athletes and
coaches alike need to consider. It is also evident that the stress
of normal everyday activities exerts a larger influence on
training and race performance. Seemingly relaxing activities
such as shopping may impose more stress rather than help
recovery. Taking a nap, reading a book or listening to music
appear to be excellent de-stressors. Overload periods need to
be used with caution and additional rest periods or reduced
intensity training sessions introduced to ensure athletes
are optimising their training and recovery time. Close to a
competition, monitoring of taper activities can be undertaken
to ensure that the athlete competes in a fully recovered state.
Heart rate variability monitors and associated software are
powerful tools for athletes and coaches, providing useful
information which can be used to adjust training programmes
to best effect.
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We spend around a third of our lives in bed, yetmany of us pay little
attention to either the duration or quality of sleep. But as Tim
Lawson explains, athletes seeking maximum performance and
recovery neglect sleep at their peril

In our modern caffeine-fuelled, ‘sleep when you’re dead’
society, it’s easy to form the impression that sleep is not
important. The high use of caffeinated sports drinks and pre-
workout pick-up formulas by athletes and sports people
suggests that it is not just overworked office workers and late
night clubbers who are falling into the trap of believing that
sleep is not entirely beneficial or useful.
In fact, recent surveys and scientific studies suggest that

chronic sleep loss due to the combinationof voluntary bed time
restriction andpoor quality of sleep is an endemic condition in
modern society(1-3). The trend to push sleep aside tomake room
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Sport recovery and
performance – waking up
to the importance of sleep

PHYSIOLOGY

At a Glance

� Sleep deprivation is widespread and produces a number of
detrimental effects for athletes;

� The physiological effects of sleep deprivation on hormone
balance are explained;

� The complex relationship between nutrition (especially
magnesium andprotein nutrition) and sleep is explained;

� Suggestions are made on how to improve sleep patterns.



for busier lives shows no sign of abating and most people are
now carrying some degree of sleep debt.
In a British national sleep survey, 18% of people reported

that their sleep was insufficient on themajority of nights, and
nearly 60%ofpeople reported insufficient sleepononeormore
nights of the previousweek(1). It is not just the amount of time in
bed that’s important; difficulty getting off to sleep or disturbed,
restless sleep can also create a significant sleep debt.
In sportsmen and women, the issue of the sleep deprivation

problem is not confined to amateur athletes trying to fit training
and competition around busy work schedules. Professional
sportsmen andwomen are also vulnerable.
A high-profile example of sleep disturbance in professional

sport occurred in the 2006 Tour of California. Top American
cyclist Levi Leipheimer looked set for an important victory,
havingwon the opening prologue time trial and ridden strongly
in themountains.Hewas upbeat about the possibility of taking
theoverall lead in thenext important trial stage, andwas the firm
favourite forahomewin.However, apoornight’s sleepmeanthe
was far from fresh in the time trial and amediocre performance
by his standards put himout of contention for overall victory.
Although scientific studies and health bulletins have been

talking about restricted and poor quality sleep as a potential
health problem formany years, until recently it was still largely
thought that sleep was needed purely for the mind. However,
sleepdeprivation becamean increasing health concernwith the
rising occurrence of traffic andwork-related accidents resulting
from poor concentration, or people falling asleep whilst in
charge of vehicles or machinery. Sleep deprivation is also
thought to have played a large role in many large-scale public
disasters such as the 1989ExxonValdez oil tanker accident(4).

Mind and body
If sleep was needed purely for themind, athletes could almost
have been forgiven for thinking that it wasmore important just
to ‘get theworkouts done’ nomatter how tired they felt. If they
felt they hadnot had sufficient sleep thenexercising a littlemind
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over matter, helped perhaps by a few strong coffees, would
merelymake them stronger.
However, this approach is changing, as there is now a

considerable body of evidence showing that sleep has a huge
role in regulatingmany physiological functions.According to a
2005 issue of Nature we are ‘Waking up to the importance of
sleep’ and ‘A growing chasm separates the growing scientific
understanding of sleep, and thewidespread public assumption
that it just doesn’tmatter’(4).

Health problems
There is mounting evidence that insufficient or poor quality
sleepdoesn’t just compromise short-termphysical performance,
it is also associated with a host of serious health problems
including weight gain, insulin resistance, type-2 diabetes and
cardiovascular disease(5-9).
As little as six dayswith sleepduration restricted to fourhours

pernighthasbeen shown toalter thehormoneprofilesofhealthy
youngpeople sodramatically that theyeffectively replicate those
typically found in elderly or depressed individuals(2).
Other researchers have applied sleep research to athletic

performance. In2005,PsychiatricNewssuggestedthat ‘SleepMay
BeAthletes’BestPerformanceBooster’(10).Andsuchhasbeenthe
interest in sleep and sports performance that an entire issue of
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Effects of sleep debt on sports performance

Physiological
Impaired glucose metabolism and the ability to replenish
carbohydrate
Reduced cardiovascular performance
Impaired motor function and reaction times
Increased appetite and associated weight gain
Delayed visual reaction time
Delayed auditory reaction time
Psychological
Increased perceived exertion for a given training load
Impaired mood – may affect motivation to train
Reduced short-term memory capability



Clinics in Sports Medicine has been dedicated to this subject
and published in a book format as Sports Chronobiology(11).
TheNewEngland Journal ofMedicine also described sleep

as ‘anewcardiovascular frontier’, highlighting the cardiovascular
implications of normal and disturbed sleep(12), and recent
research has shown that sleep deprivation can reduce
cardiovascular performance by 11%, slow glucosemetabolism
by 30-40% and result in other changes that indicate possible
accelerated ageing(6, 13, 14).

Hormones and sleep
Sleep deprivation is associated with a series of hormonal
changes involving ghrelin and leptin (see box). In particular,
restricted sleep has been associated with reduced leptin levels,
increased ghrelin levels and elevated bodymass index(15).
These hormonal changes can lead to increased hunger and

appetite, making it more difficult to achieve the low body fat
levels required for success inmany sports. In one study, twodays
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Measuring sleep debt
Several tests exist to quantify sleepiness and sleep debt. Tests like
the Stamford Sleepiness Scale rate the likelihood of falling asleep
while doing activities such as driving through to reading a book or
sitting quietly in a dark room, and could be a useful addition to a
training diary. By carefully noting sleepiness scores and correlating
them with physical performance, athletes may be in a better
position to decide whether an extra hour in bed may have a
superior training effect than doing an extra training session.
More accurate tests of sleepiness involve sitting in a darkened

room while brain wave activity is measured. Using this kind of test,
it is possible to accurately measure ‘sleep latency’, which is the
scientific term for the length of time it takes to go from full
alertness to the moment of sleep.
For those athletes who have the time, it may be useful to

replicate some of the experiments that attempt to quantify sleep
debt by having subjects lie in dark soundproofed rooms for 14
hours each night. At the start of these studies many people sleep
close to 14 hours, and only level out at a typical 8.5 hours sleep
or so once the sleep debt has been repaid.



of restricted sleep resulted in an increased appetite of calorie-
dense high carbohydrate foods, including sweets, salty snacks
and starchy food, by 33-45%(6).
The quality of sleep is as important as duration. Sleep

fragmentationdue to fidgeting, restless legs or difficulty getting
off to sleep can all combine with reduced sleep duration to
contribute to sleepdeficiency. Studieshavealso shown that sleep
debt is cumulative, so even small amounts of sleep shortfall on a
regular basis can accumulate to levels sufficient to compromise
health and performance until that sleep debt is repaid(11).

Sleep and activity
Sports scientistsworkingwith coaches are beginning to use high
technology actigraphdevices tohelpmonitor and improve sleep
in athletes(16). Although it is commonly believed that exercise
improves sleep quality, there is little in the way of scientific
evidence to support this notion. Whilst some exercise may
improve sleep in sedentary populations, sleep disorders are
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Hormones and neurotransmitters linked to sleep

Melatonin – the ‘sleep’ hormone; levels are often reduced in those
with poor sleep patterns;
Serotonin – brain neurotransmitter that contributes to the
regulation of sleep, appetite, and mood. People experiencing
depression or anxiety often have a serotonin deficiency; poor sleep
lowers serotonin levels;
Ghrelin – the ‘appetite’ hormone; levels increase with sleep debt
along with cravings for sweet, fatty foods;
Leptin – the ‘anorexic’ hormone; reduced levels are associated
with weight gain;
Testosterone – ‘muscle-building’ hormone; levels decrease with
poor sleep;
Cortisol – the ‘stress’ hormone responsible for muscle breakdown;
levels are increased during sleep deprivation, particularly in late
afternoon and evening;
Prolactin – hormone produced by the pituitary gland that
stimulates breast development and milk production; levels elevated
with poor sleep.



common in elite athletes and sleep disruption becomes more
commonwith increased training volume(17)Athletes often report
limbs that ‘can’t stop running’ much in the same way that a
racingmind can disturb sleep in stressed executives.
Periodic limbmovement or ‘restless leg syndrome’ is a well

known cause of disturbed sleep, and indicates a link between
nutrition and sleepquality that goes far deeper than caffeinated
beverages, alcohol or largemeals at night reducing the quality
of sleep.
There are, in fact, many nutrients within food that can

help reduce the time taken to fall asleep, while others have a
more complex relationship – eg where poor sleep may help
create a deficiency, or a nutrient deficiencymay result in poor
sleep quality.
Poor sleep and suboptimal nutrition can both result in

reduced exercise performance and in many cases it is difficult
to find the initial cause of an accelerating downward spiral. This
is especially important because many studies have suggested
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Magnesium – a vital ‘sleep material’

Sleep disruption, high training volumes, exercise capacity and
magnesium status are all related. A magnesium deficiency can
cause periodic limb movement and ‘restless leg syndrome’, which
can lead to poor quality sleep and significant sleep debt, and
magnesium supplementation has been shown to be an effective
treatment for periodic limb movement during sleep with or without
restless leg syndrome (21).
However, this is a two-way process because chronic sleep

deprivation or sleep debt has been reported to cause a further drain
on magnesium levels, resulting in reduced exercise capacity (22).
It is possible that high training volumes and sleep deprivation

may reduce magnesium status by a similar mechanism involving
stress hormones. French researchers have described various
mechanisms by which the stress caused by physical exercise may
contribute to magnesium depletion(23). These include the mobilisation
of fatty acids for energy in endurance exercise, urinary losses and
sweat losses. The good news, however, is that the reduction in
exercise performance due to poor or disturbed sleep can be
somewhat ameliorated by magnesium supplementation (23).



that suboptimal nutrition status in important ‘sleep’minerals is
far fromuncommon.
In athletes, these problems can be compounded because the

energydemandsoftenplaceadditional strainon these important
nutrients. An over-reliance on cow’s milk and milk products
may also result in mineral and amino acid concentrations that
are not conducive to good sleep.

Protein, tryptophan and sleep
Anothernutrient that has amajor impact on sleep is tryptophan,
which is one of the essential amino acid building blocks of
protein. Tryptophan is used directly to synthesise the brain
neurotransmitter serotonin and the sleep hormonemelatonin,
and so effective is it at raising the levels of these hormones that
it was used as an effective hypnotic formany years.
Tryptophan is well tolerated and without tolerance effects;

however, it was banned for many years after an outbreak of
eosinophiliamyalgia syndromewas linked to thesupplement(18-20).
It was later concluded that this condition was not caused by
tryptophan itself, but possibly by a contamination, and
tryptophanhas been allowed into supplements sinceNovember
2005 albeit at very low doses.
However, partly due to the ban, much effort was focused on

findingnatural proteins high in tryptophan, particularly relative
to the other large ‘neutral’ amino acids. This is because
tryptophan competes with other neutral amino acids for entry
into the brain, so when trying to increase uptake into the brain
(to boost serotonin andmelatonin synthesis), it is the ratio of
tryptophan that is important.
Much focus has been centred on the milk protein fraction

alpha-lactalbumin, which is a natural protein source with the
highest tryptophan content relative toother largeneutral amino
acids. Alpha-lactalbumin is found in human breast milk and
cow’smilk; however, the principlewhey protein in cow’smilk is
beta-lactoglobulin, a low-tryptophan protein that is not found
in humanmilk.
Efforts have beenmade over recent years to isolate alpha-
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lactalbumin for use in the human infant formula and it’s now
possible to produce alpha-lactalbuminona commercial scale(24).
Researchers have therefore investigated its effectiveness in
raising plasma tryptophan levels to see if it could be used in a
similar way to tryptophan supplements(25). Studies have shown
that alpha-lactalbumin taken in an evening beverage reduces
the subjective rating of insomnia and time awake during the
night, improves sleep, and increases morning alertness and
brainmeasures of attention(26,27).
Contrary topopular belief,milk is not an ideal bedtimedrink;

not only does it have a relatively low tryptophan content
(because cow’s milk contains protein fractions not found in
humanmilk), it also contains large amounts of calcium, which
can reduce zinc andmagnesium uptake – important minerals
for sleep and growth/recovery.

Low tryptophan levels in athletes
The use of protein powders and amino acid supplements for
recovery and weight gain in athletic populations has rocketed
in recent years. However, it is possible that the amino acid
profile of proteins typically used by athletes and sports people
could contribute to sleep disturbance by reducing the
availability of tryptophan to the brain. Many of these protein
powders are high in branched-chain amino acids and whey
proteins high in beta-lactoglobulin. Both of these contain high
levels of large neutral amino acids, which compete with
tryptophan for absorption(28).
The general trend for low-carbohydrate/high-protein foods

may also contribute to high levels of competing amino acids;
carbohydrate consumption will typically result in an insulin
response that drives branched-chain amino acids into muscle
tissue,whicheffectively increases theplasma levelsof tryptophan.

Summary
Sleep deprivation is a growing problem, and one that can
significantly impair performance in athletes. It’s also an area
that’s easily overlooked in the rush to fit training schedules
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aroundwork and family commitments. If you suspect you’re not
getting all the sleep you need, addressing your sleep shortage
may pay farmore dividends than an extra training session here
and there.

Sleep tips
� Avoid caffeine-containing drinks after 3pm as they can
increase the time taken to fall asleep at bedtime;

� Avoid alcohol use in the three-hour period before bedtime.
Itmay help you to fall asleep, but it can lead to disturbed
sleep later in the night;

� Don’t eat a largemeal before retiring for the night. By the
same token, don’t go to bed hungry, especially if you’ve
trained that evening as youmay awaken later in the night
with hunger pangs;

� If you’re suffering from sleep problems, try to increase your
intake ofmagnesium-rich foods (beans, peas, lentils, nuts,
seeds, wholegrain breads and cereals, and green leafy
vegetables); magnesium supplementsmay be also useful;

� Make sure your bed is comfortable; experiment with
mattresses and pillows to increase sleeping comfort;

� Keep your bedroomwell ventilated, quiet and cool;
� Go to bedwhen you’re sleepy/tired, not when it’s time to go
to bed by habit;

� Take the time to wind down before bedtime.Don’t get
involved in any kind of anxiety-provoking activities or
thoughts in the 90minutes before bedtime;

� Try getting an extra hour’s sleep every night for twoweeks
and see how your performance improves.
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Jargonbuster

Body mass index
A measure of ‘fatness’, defined as weight in kilos divided by height
squared in meters

Actigraph
A small electronic device, worn by an individual, that records and
reports levels of activity as well as calories burned, limb
movements and sleep levels

Eosinophilia myalgia syndrome
A blood condition characterised by tenderness and muscle aches,
fatigue, cough, rashes, joint aches and shortness of breath

Neutral amino acids
Building-blocks of protein that carry no electrical charge
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